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Idaho ranks 37th among states in the percentage
increase of appropriations for higher education over
the past two years, according· to figures published in
an Octot>er edition of the Chronicle ofHigher

Education.

More than Idaho

State appropriations for colleges and universities
rose 10 percent in Idaho between fiscal year 1981
and fiscal year 1983, compared with an average
national increase of 16 percent.
When the two-year increases are adjusted for infla
tion, however, Idaho actually lost 6 percent in buy
ing power, while all U.S. colleges and universities
lost 1 percent.
The Chronicle figures for Idaho do not include a
10.5 holdback in state funds this year or a 3.5 per
cent holdback last year.
States that trail Idaho in two-year increases are
Washington (6 percent), Oregon (-4 percent), Cali
fornia (4 percent), Illinois (4 percent), South Carol
ina (8 percent), Alabama (6 percent), Arkansas (6
percent), Indiana ( 6 percent), Minnesota ( 9 per
cent), Missouri (1 percent), New Hampshire (7
percent), South Dakota ( 0.4 percent) and Wisconsin
(8 percent).
States with the highest two-year increases include
Alaska (79 percent), Oklahoma (47 percent), North
Dakota (43 percent), Montana (41 percent), Texas
( 39 percent) and Wyoming (38 percent).
Idaho ranks 41st in appropriations for higher edu
cation for fiscal year 1983 with a budget of
S l 04,019,000. Total appropriations for all U.S. col
leges and universities in 1 982-83 were
124,249,394,000, a 6 percent increase over last year.
According to the Chronicle, the 6 percent
mcrease is the lowest in more than two decades.
During the previous 20 years, the yearly increases in
state tax funds earmarked for colleges and universi
ties averaged nearly 1 4 percent.
While Idaho ranks in the bottom half of states in
two-year increases for higher education, it places
16th in appropriations per I1 ,000 of personal
income, the Chronicle said.
Idahoans spend an average ofl12.13 per Sl ,000
income for higher education, compared with a
national average of I10.1 2 per I1,000 income. Alaska

residents spend the most (125.91 per 11 ,000
income), while New Hampshire residents spend the
least (13."'Z..7..�r:�ll,OOO income).
Based on pOpulation figures, Idimoans spend an
average of II 08.47 annually to support colleges and
universi�ie�. That puts �he state in 26th ptace in the
appropnatsons per capita category.
The national average for appropriations per capita
is 11 06.04. Alaska residents spend an average of
1356.37 annually for higher education, while New
Hampshire residents spend an average of 137.66
annually.
Over the past 10 years, appropriations for higher
education in Idaho climbed 183 percent, placing the
state in the 30th spot among states. When the
increase is adjusted for inflation, however, Idaho
actually gained only 22 percent over the past
decade.
The national average for the 1 0-year period is 185
percent, or 23 percent if adjusted for inflation,
according to the Chronicle.
Two years ago, Idaho ranked 46th among states in
the percentage increase of appropriations for fiscal
year 1 979 to fiscal year 1981. The state ranked
higher this year, despite its lower two-year increase,
because several states received much smaller
increases than in the past.
For example, appropriations for higher education
in California grew 35 percent between 1979 and
1981, but rose only 4 percent between 1981 and
1983. In Oregon, appropriations increased 23 per
cent between 1979 and 1981, but declined by 4
percent between 1 981 and 1983.
-·

Lightfoot performs
Canadian singer-songwriter Gordon Lightfoot will
perform at the Boise State Pavilion at 8 p.m., Nov. 20.
The popular balladeer has written more than 400
songs, many of which have been recorded by stars
such as Bob Dylan, Barbra Streisand, Glen Campbell,
Judy Collins, Johnny Cash and Elvis Presley.
Lightfoot's hits include: "If You Could Read My
Mind," "Ribbon of Darkness," "Last Time I Saw Her"
and "The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald."
Tickets for this Entertainment Consultants event
are on sale at the Pavilion Box Office, Buttrey's at
Karcher Mall, The Bazaar at Hillcrest and Westgate
and D'Alessandro's. For phone orders, call 385·1766.
Ticket prices are S l l for the floor and 19.50 for the
balcony.

November, 1982 Boise, Idaho

Governor orders
another holdback
in state funds
The presidents of Idaho's college and universities
sang what is becoming a familiar refrain-the budget
blues-at the..· State Board of Education meeting last
month in Twin Falls.
Their tunes were: inspired by the news that the
state will lose from S6-S8 million because of a
Supreme Court ruling which will cut down on the
amount of taxes Idaho will collect from out·of-state
corporations.
Agencies under the State Board were asked by
Governor John Evans to cut S1.7 million from their
current budgets.
That cut, about 1.5 percent of the budget, trans
lated to S29"7,000 for Boise State University
The latest cutback comes on the heels of a 3.85
percent holdback in May and another 8.5 percent
cut in July, which was eased somewhat by a tempor
ary student fee increase of S50 per semester.
Because of the cuts, BSU's budget base has slid to
122.9 million from 124.3 million at the start of the
fiscal year on July 1.
Unlike the cut in July, BSU did not have to elimi
nate programs or personnel to make the October
reductions. Rather, the university applied funds that
were carried forward from. the. last fiscal year.
Usually BSU uses those monies to hire part-time
faculty to teach evening classes. For the spring
semester, however, only 138,900 will be available
from carry forward funds. The remainder of the
1142,000 part-time faculty budget must come from
salary savings created because of vacant positions
this fall.
The use of carry forward funds eased the crunch
this year, but does not solve the problem that awaits
the university next year if the 1297,000 must be
taken out of the base budget. If the money is not res
tored, deeper cuts must be made.
Keiser told the State Board those cuts would
amount to nine positions and proportionate operat
(Contlnued on page 6)

Boise State offers
health, safety help
Free safety and health consultation services from
Boise State University will be available to Idaho
businesses and industries beginning this winter, Vic
tor H. Duke, Dean of the BSU School of Health
Sciences, announced this week.
The 1202,000 contract to provide the on-site
environmental safety and health consultations will
be administered by the BSU Department of Com
munity and En,ironmental Health, cooperating with
the State of Idaho and the federal Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), Duke said.
Idaho Governor John V. Evans has designated BSU
as the state's contractor for the service, which is part
of a nationwide OSHA focus on helping businesses
analyze and correct health and safety problems and
comply voluntarily with OSHA regulations.
OSHA bt."gan promoting the consultation effort in
1981 as a way of eliminating negative feelings among
the nation's businesses and industries that the
agency was arbitrarily enforcing its regulations.
Although BSU is one of only a few U.S. colleges
and universities which have contracted for the con
sultation project, OSHA research has found that
schools do well in performing the community ser
vice because of their expertise in such areas as
industrial hygiene and environmental health.
(Continued on page
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Mozart's comic opera hero Figaro sung by Thad Valdez, center, plots against
Keith Tackman, left, with the help of Mike Stafki. The BSU Opera Theatre
production of "The Marriage of Figaro" directed by Victor Chacon will be
staged Nov. 18 and 20 in the Special Events Center at 8:15p.m. each evening.

Spoof on 'Luv'
comes to BSU
Lut', a farcical spoof on modern

Brenda Gant, Valerie Dickerson
Photos
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FOCUS (USPS 478970) is published
monthly except in June, July, and
January by the Boise State University
Office of News Services and
Publications, 1910 University Drive,
Boise, Idaho 83725. Offices are
located in room 724 of the Education
Building, phone 385-1562.
Please send address changes
(preferably with the address label) to
the BSU Alumni Office, Boise State
University, 1910 University Drive,
Boise, Idaho 83725.

you wish to report such instances,
please send both labels to the address
above. Friends of the university who
wish to receive FOCUS can do so by
sending their names and addresses to
the Alumni Office. Correspondence
regarding editorial matter should be
sent to Editor, FOCUS, Boise State
University, 1910 University Drive,
Boise, Idaho 83725. Unless otherwise
noted, all articles can

be reprinted

without permission as long as
appropriate credit is given to Boise
State University and FOCUS.
Permission to mail at second class
postage rates is granted at Boise,
Idaho, with additional entry at
Emmett, Idaho.
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Untreated, anorexia can result in
death. An estimated 15 percent of

ANAD.

Ninety to 95 percent of anorexia

tlrst in a series of student directed

victims are women, although the

and produced Showcase Productions
scheduled by the department.

number of cases among men is
increasing. While most anorexics or

Curtain time for Lut', which was

bulimics are teen-agers, the illness is
-spreading among persons 20 to 40
and older.
The self-help group provides sup

in BSU's Subal Theatre. Senior theatre

port for anorexia sufferers, Mauk

arts major Sandra Cavanaugh will

said.
"It's a place where people can

direct the play.
The box office will be open daily

come to share, to be open-minded

beginning Nov. 29, and tickets may

and somewhat undefensive, because

be reserved by telephoning 385-1462

people with this disorder are often

between 3-6 p.m.

put in a challenged position," she

General admission to the comedy

said.

is S2 and tickets are $1 for senior

"It's a place where they can get

citizens, BSU personnel and their

comfort and support and real under

families and students with full-time

standing from others who have gone

activity cards.

through the same experience and get
a sense that they are not alone."

Group giv �s aid
to anorectics

The Boise State Counseling Center
has started a self-help group for per
sons with anorexia nervosa, an eating
disorder commonly called the
"hunger disease."
The group meets weekly in the
Counseling Center on the sixth floor
of the education building and is open

Duplicate copies may be received. If

induced vomiting).

die, according to

1960s, will be at 8: 15 each evening

Student assistants/ Anna Wagner,

may suffer from anorexia and its
related syndrome, bulimia (self

by BSU theatre arts students Dec. 1-4.

widely acclaimed during its-26-

Funaiole

or more people in the United States

those with serious cases of the illness

month run on Broadway in the early

Writer s/Jocelyn Fannin, Linda

1

cliches about romance, will be staged
The Murray Schisgal comedy is the

Editor/Larry Burke

Capitol when the Legislature is back

to all BSU students. faculty, staff and

alumni.
To sign up. call Susan Mauk at 3851601 or Virgil Rock at 385-1348.
Anorexia is characterized by self
starvation, self-induced vomiting.
binge eating or purging to achieve
severe weight loss or to maintain
normal weight.
Symptoms include denial of
hunger, excessive exen.:ise, distorted
body image, depression or preoccu
pation with food.
"We see patterns that generally
appear in attractive, intelligent young
women who come from good homes
and upper-class families with high
expectations." Mauk said.
According to the National Associa
tion of Anorexia Nervosa and Asso
ciated Disorders

(ANAD), 500,000

in session, OSSW President Hal Geyer
said.
"Before 1930s federal government
intervention, the Idaho state govern
ment was insensitive to the individual
in need. With power being reinstated
to the state, we aim to ensure that
there is no further regression to such
insensitivity," Geyer said.
"There is strength in numbers and
while many human interest groups
have quite diverse outlooks on spe
cific issues, a uniting issue like a poor
people's march would be an impres
sive show of solidarity that would
convey the message to the govern
ment and to the people that the poor
exist and are an entity to be reck
oned with," he said.

Higher ed
women meet
Dr. Emily Taylor, senior associate
and former director of the Office of
Women in Higher Education of the
American Council on Education,
addressed a recent reception for
members of the state ACE/NIP organ
ization at the Idaho Governor's
mansion.

Scrooge's tale
staged Dec. 7
in Pavilion
A Christmas present for the whole
family will be staged at the Boise
State University Pavilion Tuesday,
Dec. 7.
The dramatization of Charles
Dickens' heartwarming A Christmas
Carol will begin at 7 p.m. with set

showing the London of the 1840s as
Ebenezer Scrooge faces Marley's
Ghost and learns about the Spirit of
Christmas-past, present and future.
A cast of 30, an instrumental
ensemble, colorful costumes, and
English Christmas carols will intro
duce the popular holiday season tale.
The play is produced by the
National Touring Co., and brought to
Boise by Entertainment Consultants.
Tickets for A Christmas Carol are
on sale for S9. 50 at the Pavilion box
office, Buttrey's at Karcher Mall, the
Bazaar at Hillcrest and Westgate
shopping malls and at D'Alessandro's.

ACE/NIP is the American Council
of Education National Identification
Program for the Recognition and
Advancement of Women in Higher
Education Administration.
BSU Associate Dean of Arts and
Sciences Margaret M. Peek, the Idaho
coordinator for ACE/NIP, organized
the reception at which Idaho Gover
nor John V. Evans also spoke.
Taylor outlined the history and
goals of ACE/NIP and Evans emphas
ized the significant contributions
made by women in academic and
governmental administration in
Idaho.
According to Peek, the organiza
tion's primary objective is the identi
fication, recommendation, and
advancement of talented women to
prominent higher education
positions.
The group is establishing a national
network of both women and men
interested in developing an equal
opportunity system in higher educa
tion, Peek said.

Bulletin Board
SUZUKI STRING CLASSES

MICRO-COMPUTER CONFERENCE

Interested parents and children are invited to

The use of micro-computers in public education

attend group Suzuki string instrument lessons for

will be explored at a two-day conference Nov. 18
and 19 at Boise State University.

children ages 3-7 at Boise State University Nov. 13
and Dec. 11.

Sponsored by the BSU School of Arts and

The lessons will begin Nov. 13 at 10 a.m. and
Dec. 11 at 9 a.m., and a Suzuki Christmas concert

Sciences, the BSU teacher education department

is scheduled Dec. 12 at 1 p.m. The lessons and the

bring together educators, school administrators,
students and others involved in computerized

and the Boise Public Schools, the conference will

program will be in Room 111 of the BSU MusicDrama Building.
•

education in Idaho.

For further information about the Suzuki lessons
at BSU, contact Or. Karen Krout, 385-3665.

"The purpose is to further the understanding of
the use of micro-computers in education," said Dr.
Wendon Waite, BSU associate professor of
teacher education.

CORRECTION

"Micro-computers are now part of our society
Last month FOCUS reported that graduate full

and they are going to become increasingly more
so. If we don't approach it through public educa

time enrollment increased 250percent this fall
semester. Due to a computation error, several

tion so everybody has an opportunity to learn how

hundred part-time students were counted as full

to use them, then we are going to discriminate

time. The correct graduate full-time enrollment is

against some," he said.

124 students, a 1.6 percent increase over last fall.

Seminars on micro-computer uses in class
rooms will be conducted all day Thursday, Nov. 18,

CLARINET RECITAL
James K. Russell displays work now showing in annual BSU faculty art show.

and half a day Friday, Nov. 19. All Sessions, except

his senior recital at 4 p.m., Nov. 14 in the recital

Faculty ar�ists
display works
Faculty artists at Boise State will
display their works Nov. 2-22 at a
show in the BSU Museum of Art

.

Admission is free.
Twenty-three artists from the BSU
Art Department faculty will join in
the multi-media show, which will
include paintings, drawings, sculp

for their personal use and reinvesting
The Stock Market Game is pro
duced by the New York Stock
Exchange, the American Stock
Exchange and the SIA, which con
tributed SS,OOO last spring to get the
game going in Idaho. The SIA has
agreed to contribute another SS,OOO
to continue the game.
The game is played by teams of
four to five students who take an
initial $100,000 on paper, invest it in
the market and try to make as much
"money" as possible in '10 we-eks.

The Museum of Art is open week
days from 9 a.m.-S p.m.

tions are prepared by the BSU Center

Weekly printouts of team transac
for Data Processing. At the end of 10
weeks, regional awards are presented
to the winning Idaho teams.
Last spring, SIS teams played the

Council on Economic Education.

Betts, attended the meeting to
explain what they learned by playing
the Stock Market Game and how they

Wives and Women organization.
The awards, given in honor of Pat Bullington
and Lois Chaffee, were presented at the group's
annual fall tea to Lawrence Gordon Smith, Boise,
and Kenneth Ferguson, Nampa.
Smith, is a BSU English literature major with a
3.93 grade point average. He is a member of Phi
Kappa Phi scholastic honorary fraternity, and
recipient of a BSU English major award and a for
eign language scholarship. He is listed in "Who's

Who in American Colleges and Universities," and
Ferguson is a mathematics major with a 3.97

grammer intern for Co-Ad Inc., Boise.

1\t=t=V IUAti() C7l?l:l:�

S. Morinaga, Kristine E. Quickstad, Virgil Rock, and
James W. Woodall, all Boise, and Kathleen A.
Hoffman, Payette.

Student keeps
Idaho green
Boise State student Roma C. Krebs,

investment.
An SIA member was so impressed

Idaho Green logo design
competition.
Krebs, a senior advertising design
and art education major, will receive
a Sl 00 check from the Keep Idaho
Green committee for her design.
Four other BSU advertising design
students of BSU art professor Arny
Skov were finalists in the logo com
petition. They are: Jeff Beard, Michael
Schroeder, and Craig Forsdick, all
Boise, and Lisa Brown, Mud Lake.
The Governor's Keep Idaho Green
committee had invited the university

their adviser and a history and

students to submit contemporary

government teacher at Fruitland High
School. The students plan to extract

logo

designs aimed

The first session, "Professional and Personal
Application of Micro-Computers" led by Dr. Dewey
Dykstra of the BSU physics department, will begin

at

-

at 10:30a.m. in room E222.
At 1:30p.m. pupils in area schools will demon
strate how they use computers in their classrooms.
The session, "What Kids Say About Computers,"
will be conducted in room E420.
"Computer Whiz" Jonathan "L.J." Stone, 13, will
discuss "Trouble Shooting-Hardware and
Debugging Problems" at a session beginning at
3:30 p.m. in room E420.
Dr. David Moursund, a University of Oregon pro
fessor of computer and Information scie-nces, will
conduct several short sessions on micro
computers during the conference. His keynote
address, "Uses of Micro-Computers for Kinder
garten to the 12th Grade," is scheduled to begin at
4:30p.m., Nov. 18, in room E110.
Other sessions Nov. 18 will cover the use of
computer language, what teachers and parents
need to know about micro-computers, musical
application of computers and use of computers in
special education classes.
Manufacturers of micro-computers will display
their equipment and teaching materials beginning
at noon Nov. 18 in room E222 and ending after
Moursund's keynote address.
On Nov. 19, Moursund will conduct three infor
mal question-and-answer sessions beginning at
8:40a.m., 9:40a.m. and 10:40a.m. in room E222.
According to a survey by the Idaho State
Department of Education, 128 schools in Idaho
used 344 micro-computers in classrooms in 1981.
Nationally, the number of micro-computers In
public schools has tripled over the past two years.
The number increased from 31,000in 1980to

They are: Rovia C. Adams, Lisa R. Bivens,
Valerie A. Dworak, Julie J. Hall, Darla N. Hassel
quist, April L. McCormick, Maria T. Mikos, Bonnie

Dillon, Mont., has been named the

profits every six months, keeping half

Two BSU students have been awarded scholar
ships from the Boise State University Faculty

The 12 have been named because of their aca
demic achievements, service to the community,
and leadership in extra-curricular activities.

winner of the Idaho Governor's Keep

over the next 10 years, said Betts,

BSU STUDENTS AWARDED FACULTY WIVES
AND WOMEN SCHOLARSHIPS

include the names of 12 Boise State University
students.

on an imaginary $100,000

$2,000 so they could form an invest
ment club to buy and sell stocks for
their own profit, according to James
Steele, vice president of Merrill
Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith and a
consultant for the Stock Market
Game.
The students have formed an
investment team-Appleland Inc.,
and plan to play the stock market

The public is invited to attend the recital free of
charge.

The 1983 edition of Who's Who Among Stu
dents in American Universities and Colleges will

managed to turn a $34,000 "profit"

by the students that he donated

and piano.

STUDENTS NAMED

recieved $2,000 from an anonymous

The students and their adviser, Bill

drums, Rob Kohleu, bass, and John Steiff, guitar

are playing, according-to Dr. Gerald
Draayer, director of the)daho

donor to play the market for real.

ishan, Ore., last month.

piano, Wendy Hartman, cello, Greg Belzeski,

grade point average. He was named an outstand

Education at Boise State, have

Securities Industry Association in Sal

He will be accompanied by Jerry Jensen on the

ing freshman mathmatics major, and has also
received the Elsie Buck scholarship. He is a pro

sored by the Council on Economic

money at the regional meeting of the

ing and are open to the public at no charge.

ussy, and jazz selections by Charlie Parker.

game statewide. This fall, 330 teams

The state champions in last

land High School, were awarded the

Jensen, a student of James Hopper, will pay a

is a tutor for the English Department.·

spring's Stock Market Game, spon

Dan Wolfe, Bruce Steiner, Steve
Moore and Kelly Wren, all of Fruit-c

hall of the Music-Drama Building.
program of music by Beethoven, Stravinsky, Deb

the rest.

ture, pottery, jewelry, photography
and other rwo and three dimensional
works.

Students get
'real' money
to buy stocks

one, will be conducted in the BSU education build

BSU clarinet major Brent Jensen will perform In

Outstanding U.S. students have been honored
by inclusion in the annual directory since it was
first published in 1934.

BUSINESS CAREER DAY
The Boise State University School of Business
will hold its annual Career Day Wednesday, Nov.
17, in the BSU business building.
Representatives from government agencies.
corporations, banks and other businesses will
examine career choices available to business
graduates during a series of panel discussions on
management, economics, accounting, data pro

96,000 last spring, an article in the Oct. 26 edition
of Chronicle of Higher Education reported.
"I'm convinced we're going to have more and
more use of micro-computers in our everyday
lives, so we'll need to learn to use them and use
them appropriately," Waite said.

PIANO ENSEMBLE
The Boise State Piano Ensemble directed by
Madeleine Hsu will perform Sunday, Nov. 21, at 4

p.m. in the

Recital Hall of the BSU Music-Drama

Building.
The ensemble will play works by Bach, Haydn,
Schubert, Mendelssohn, Brahms, Bartok and
Gershwin.
Hsu and her son Olen, 7, will both perform at the
concert, as will Pat Durie, secretary of the BSU
Political Science Department. brother and sister
pianists Craig and Trina Moore, and Jerry Jensen,
Steve Slaughter, Linda Gibbs, Tracy Miller, Kristi
Rue and Doug Bigelow.

COLLEGIATE BOWLING
The BSU varsity bowling team will host the
annual BSU Bowling Invitational tournament at
Bronco Lanes in the SUB and 20th Century Lanes,

cessing, marketing, finance, office administration

Boise, Dec. 3-4. The public is invited to attend the

and small business ownership.

tournament free of charge.

Sessions begin at 8:40a.m., 9:40a.m. and 10:40
a.m. in the business building.
After each discussion, panel members will
answer questions about salaries, promotion, travel
and relocation requirements for various types of
jobs, and about other employment issues.
Refreshments will

be

served at a reception

beginning at 11:30a.m. in the main lobby of the
business building.
Anyone interested in pursuing a career in busi

YOGA CLASSES
Learn posture routines and relaxation exercises
at yoga classes offered by the BSU Campus
Society for Yoga and Stress Management. The free
classes are conducted every Wednesday from 7
a.m. to 8:15 a.m. in the mat room at the BSU auxil
iary gymnasium.

ness is welcome to attend the panel discussions
free of charge.
Career Day is co-sponsored by the BSU
accounting department and the Boise chapter of
the National Association of Accountants.

making

Idahoans and visitors aware of wild. fire prevention.
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IACI on higher education
John H. Keiser, President
Boise State University
Industry has undertaken a year-long study of higher education in the state. The

Program consolidation is another panacea. By itself it neither increases quality

or student opportunity nor saves money. If Idaho opts for one School of Educa

tion, for example, it should be dear that there is no room on any of the cam

process includes well-known consultants, public hearings, campus interviews,

puses for the students from all the other institutions, no real savings in teachers'

soned, consensus-based recommendations to decision-making bodies who will

realized-the special collections in libraries, the supporting equipment, the

lAC! a debt of gratitude: for sponsoring the: discussion not only because: it is

Education. Program consolidation, if it occurs, could increase efficiency and

ranks in the future: priorities of Idahoans.

large amounts of money. But if programs arc.: relocated, it is hoped those dc:<.:i

and an analysis of most existing data. It is hoped that the: results will be rea

act on them and provide: a predictable, if somewhat reorganized. future. We owe
needed hut because it should unearth t.'\-idc:ncc: about where: higher education
There: are several pn:cautions. The: study itsc:lf is not a panacea or an excuse

t(>r ina<:tion. 'There is a desperate: need for new revenue: now. Dc:dsion-makers

will he making a major mistake if they dc:lay action on that issue until next year,

''until thc IACI study is finished," hn·ausc: hy that time the: hasc may have dimin·

ishc:d so complc:tc:ly that the: problem will he totally different from when the

salaries if the same numbers of students are to he taught, and more reshuffling

remaining departments in othl·r schools that depend heavily on the S<.:hool of
should he done very carefully. Onlr program c:limination, howt:vcr. will save:

sions arc: not mu<.·h different from ones which would he made by business. If the
Husincss School at BSU should he dosed or dc:emphasizc:d. for example, one

could assume the businesses located in Boisl· might follow suit on
the: .same rationale.

Hopefully, the study will carefully consider the prohlc.:m of student accc.:ss, and

study ht:gan. :"'ow is the time to allow the public s<.:hools to hear their portion of

with business' usual concern for the customer recommend that .services he:

tim<: t(>r a salc:s tax inacasc-even if on a temporary basis. Without that help,

vail for the remainder of this century. Student-based decisions arc most likely to

is in for major dbmantling. Student ft:es han: hc:cn dramatically increased and

or sections arc the basis of public education.

the: hudgt:t shortfall through the: automatic provisions of the: law and now is the

which \.vould still keep the tax burden lighter than most states, higher edU<:ation

may continue: to he, hut the: ratio between student and public dollars should be:
kept reasonable:.

Anotht:r c:lc:mc:nt of panacea is the: talk of a chancellor-a strong man who can

makc tough, rational decisions f(>r all the institutions which somehow arc

a\�.tilable where most can take advantagl' of them in conditions which will pre

he: educationally sound for students, rather than institutions, alumni, politicians,

Likewise:, attention to the quality of the product is important. If the raw mate

rial is the result of open exit from the high �hoots, then open admissions to the

universities must he qualified. But is opc:n exit from the high schools nc.:cessary?

And it should he no surprise to businessmen that one: ultimately gc:ts what one

beyond the kl·n of othc:rs. Among other things, that ignores the sectionalism of

pays for-in faculty salaries, lihraric:s, or academic support.

to abolish the c:xisting State: Board staff entirely, and the fact that California,

both as it exists and as it t:ould exist in the future. Whc:ther it he student/faculty

States and Idaho has nearly the: smallest. �·c already haw a single State: Board,

routinely applied criteria for measurc:ml'nt, it is hoped the opportunity to make:

the: statl' (by no mc:ans an entirely negative: force), the routinc:ly introduced bills
whc:fl· the: chancellor system operates. h:Ls the: largest population in the United

rather than separate: hoards h>r l"ach institution, which is sdc:cted statewide:, and

Finally, it is hoped that some attention will he paid to cffiden<.:y of operation,

ratios, facility utilization rates, lo<.:ation in relation to market, or any of the other

decisions on those hasc.s will not he lost.

Educationally, there were numerous .speakers,

Letters

symposia and workshops during the Fiftieth Annivc:r-

sary year. These programs focused on various currrent

Editor. Focus

•.ssues ot the day and .served to highlight the primary

hy the musk and theater dcpartmc:nts prc:mic:ring an
original music composition, "A<.:ademi<.: Rhapsody,"

hy Dr. C. Griffith Bratt and an original theater pres·

entation, ''Chronicle: of Excellence," hy Dr. Chark·s

.c�
\_:., �H'-.!_ll'ar tht' cnd o(tlll'.J:itiit:th_Annin:rs,t} year
of HoiSt.' State: \ •niwrsity, I would like to puhlidy

c.:ndowed chairs, the Lc:n B. Jordan Chair for E<.:o-

tics were held in the new BSU P..tvilion which w-Js

anc..l or�anization.., who hc:lpc.:d to make: our GOLDE�

Aflair.s prmidc:d lectureships on the timdy topics of

.
. .
.
�o all tho o;c who ass1sted or part1c1patc.:d 10 the
.
:
Fiftieth �nmver.sary �·ear events, we say 'f!iANK

c:xprc.:ss my thanks anc..l apprc:ciation to all indi\·iduals

JUBILEE ycar a most ml·morahk- one in the: histof)
of the l lnivcrsity.

\X'c: startc:d our anni\·ersaf) yl·ar hy rc:o>gnizing

tht: State.: of Idaho and the: c:vc:nt provc:d to he: a his

mlssi<>n.Q[tb�Uniy��ty�w�fund.drin:� for

nomic Studic:s and the: Frank Church Chair for Public

c:omomics and puhlk affairs. And, the various

schools within the: University conducted workshops

tmKhing on questions ranging from the future of
hc:;llth l·arc: to the impact of high technology on

torical onl· in 1tsdf hy bringing together all living

educational programs.

John Ev:1ns. At various times throughout the yc:ar, we

induded such notable cvc:nts as a theater/musk

formc:r gmcrnor... as wdl as the currc:nt Gon·rnor,

�

a sense of a faiSt.· security in the minds of some who forget the importance of the

legislature and the governor in truly basic decisions and higher education would
continue its downward slide.

As almost t.-veryone knows by now, the Idaho Association of Commerce and

......,;;:

a single: executive officer of that Board. The title of chancellor would introduce

also reco�nin·d those othc:r cntitic:s that helped to
build and .sustain the: sd1c.x>luntil it was incorpo·

ratl·d into the: statl· systl·m Sud1 groups indudc:d the:

Episcopal Church. the: Boise: Chamhc:r of Commerce
and thl· City of Boise.

Culturally. the: Fiftieth Anniversary cekhration

production, "Man of LaMancha," which had a cast

and cr<:w consisting of all BSU alumni, students and

By Karl Knapp

art. "If p thc:n q" t�pc: of argumc:nts. it would scc:m.

are somc:what futik whc:n the: motion put hct(>rl· the:

House: in soml·thing alon� the: linl·s of "l11is House
holds that gc:ntlemc:n prdc.:r blondes." At the: Oxford
Union Sodc:ty. the: t·nivcrsity's long-standing dehat·

ing society and social dub. dc:hatl' topics arc: not
normally of suc:h a btuous naturl·. hut thc:n the:

Union is a place where debate is ruled more hy rhe
toric than hy logil·

YOL With the conu ued help of the Bo1se com�
.
mumty and all the c1t1zens of the Stat� of Idaho, we:

!

k �orward to even gr ter accomplishments of
?O
��
sen1cc and excellence m the next fifty years.

Sincerely yours,
David S. Taylor

Vice-Presidcnt for Student Affairs

Unitc.:d States Marine Band: and .special productions

Committee

Mkhac:l Fc.x>t and Edward Hc:ath. T. E. Lawrence,

this particular Friday night. White-tics and tails for

ha'c: rc:ad nc:n· hc.x>k in the l'nion's library as an

c:vcning gowns for the female members are .standard

Choir and the Boise Philharmonic Orchestra; the

undc:rgraduatc: at the Univc:rsity in the: early part of

this cc:ntuf) �c:n-r mind that that would have:
amounted to some: ';0,000 volumes.

l11c: t·nion'.s gn·at tradition .sec.:ms to have carried

and Coordinating Cha1r, Fiftieth Anniversary

the male members of the Standing Committee and
attire on debate nights, and indeed such an overt
display of elitism does nothing to diminish the

Union's rather damaging reputation as a bastion of

the upper class. This, of course, is simply not true.

on into the: eighties. although amidst mounting con

Just ask any member, and he'll probably tell you, in a

sity. As Ox.'tord itsc:lf become less and less the

lars to become a member.

l'nion comes undl·r greater attad:. Indeed. it is difti·

along with the members of the Standing Committee:,

troversy ;md discord ;tmong mc.:mhcr.s of the Univer
domain of thl· pri,·ilc:gt:d and the wealthy only. the

Debating at Ox.t(>rd is. simply put. an

opened and dedicated during the GOLDEN JUBILEE.

staff; a joint l·onl·c:rt hy the: Mormon Tahcrnadc

latc:r knovm as Ltwrenl·c: of Arabia, is reputed to

Oxford
letter

U&utcrhach. In addition,. many other cxcdlent activi-

cult t(>r a lot of Oxonians to fathom how a debating

socil·t:y with a rc:l;uiwly .small numht:r of members

can justit)' the: occup;llion of a .set of huildin�s when

the: llniver.sity itself has no center .student union
facility.

Nnc:rthc:ks.s. a t·nion debate: is indeed something

worth sc:eing. l11e tirst deh:1te I attended was

entitled. "l11is Houst: holds that all lc.:gal restraints

.should he remowd from prostitution. "Not exactly

the: most pedantic of issues. I assumed that such a

nonchalant way, that it costs less than a hundred dol
Present, too. at the head of the debating chamber

were two representatives of some sort of coalition

callt:d "the Women's Alliance for Legalized Prostitu

tion": the Union always gives due time to concerned
citizens on both .sides of the issue at hand.

t:nion dchatc:s follow a fairly simple procedure.

There are ten official debaters. five arguing in favor
of the motion at hand, five arguing against. Which

side wins the debate is determined not hy any desig
nated judging panel, hut rather hy the audience in

attendance on any givc:n debate night. "Yea" and

topi(: would c:n>ke intc:resting. if not contrm·ersial.
..
responsc:s from both "yea" and "noc: sidc.:s. Certainly

"noc" votes arc tallied on the basis of which side of

emerged some: of England's most important politic1l
and academic figures. Glad'itone and Salisbury were

mannl·r I expected.

is a "yc:a" vote. to thl· left is a "noc."

while: undergraduates at Oxford. and in this centuf)·

debaters of the: l·nion) tile into thl' Socic:ty's massive:

The L'nion has hcc:n around for ovc.:r 1 ';() years.

and from its lofty Gothic·stylc: buildings haw

two of the: Union's nineteenth cc:ntUf)' presidents

the Union's officers have: included Harold Macmillan.
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it managed to do just that, hut not at all in the

For some reason it sc:emc:d amusing to watd1 the:

mc:mhers of the Standing Committn· ( thc actual

dl·hating chamber. :1lrc:ady pal·ked with pc:ople on

the brass post members of the audience pass hy on

their way out of the dc.:hating l ' hamhers-to the: right

Karl Knapp is a Rhodes Scholar and 1981 graduate
of BSU currently working on a second B.A. in
English at Oxford.

Right way to write
Across the curriculum

Beginning next summer, Boise State Cniversity
protbsors will take another step in their t·ontinuing
dl<>rts to improve students' writing.
The university has received a grant from the
National Endowmt'nt for the Humantitil's to n>nduct
:1

two-yl'ar "Writing and l.l'arning Across the Curric

ulum" projl'ct f(>r 36 fantlty ml'mbl'rs, according to
Dr. Roy Fox, thl' project's director and BSU English
Dl'parment coordinator of composition.
Cost of the project is about S60,000, with the
National Endowment providing S40,000 and BSl
matching the difference, largely through in-kind
contributions.
The project consists mainly of two four-week sum
mer institutes designed to teach professors how to
us<.· writing as a communication tool and as a way for
students to learn course content.
Participants, chosen from full-time, tenure-track
faculty, will receive S 1,000 stipends to attend the
institutes, which will he conducted in the summers
of 198� and 198-i.
"We hope participants will <..>ventually become
'informal writing consultants' for their departments,"
Fox said.
The project is one of s<.·veral steps Boise State has
taken to upgrade writing competency. In the spring
of 1981, the university instituted a minimal compet
ency exam in writing. All students are now required
to pass the exam before they can graduate from BSU.

One of the project's long-range goals is to prepare
guidelines for the teat·hing of writing in all BSU
courses, because, Fox said, "No matter how well
writing is taught in composition courses, the skills

Professors seek Improvements In writing literacy

B s u COn d U Ct S t e St S
reinforcement."
f or research prOJeCt
Part of what the project is trying to change is the
way writing is defined by professors and students. A
0n eIderI y pe 0pIe
1981-survey ofaii.BSU professors conducted by Fox��-

.
. .
.
mg or �tmettdt�e, � drug used to tr�at ulcers.,
_
Studtes have t�dteated tha smokt�g st�mul�t�s the
rate o theophylhne metabohsm, whtle etmettdme
slows It down.

students gain quickly dissipate unless writing is

effectively taught in other university courses. Writ·
ing, like any other skill, requires constant

-

.

technical skill and define it in terms of its surface

Boise State is playing a key role in a research project to determine how certain drugs interact in

features only, such as spelling and punctuation.

elderly persons with respiratory diseases.

indicated that most professors view writing as a

Therefore, Fox said, "When many professors do

�

•

�

"If another drug slows the metabolism, the blood
level will go up possibly to toxic levels, so that's why
_

Called "Pharmacology of Methylxanthines: Metab-

�we're interested in identifying other possible inhibitors of theophylline metabolism," Vestal said.
High concentrations of the drug in the body can
result in severe gastrointestinal upst:ts, irregular
heartbeats, seizures or death.

use writing in their courses, they do so in ways that

olism, Interactions and Aging," the project is

could often be much more productive."

directed by Dr. Robert Vestal, a doctor at the

teers-20 between the ages of 18 and 35 and 20

And, he continued, "Our current literacy dilemma
is not a crisis because students don't know where to

University of Washington School of Medicine. Vestal

who are 65 or older. Ten in each group are smokers

is temporarily serving as a staff physician and coor-

and 10 are non-smokers.

put the commas, though many sorely need those

dinator for research and development at the Vete·

skills, but rather, because they can't think and write

rans Administration Hospital in Boise.

clearly, logically and analytically.
"But an even more accurate definition of writing
goes beyond logic and analysis: writing can be an

Dr. Gary Mercer of the BSU chemistry department
is supervising tests for the project.
"What the project is about," Mercer said, "is the

To conduct his study, Vestal has enlisted 40 volun-

Volunteers are given theophylline orally and intraveneously, along with periodic doses of cimetidine.
Blood samples are extracted and prepared for test-

;_..

ing at BSU.
The samples then are run through a gas chroma-

organ of perception, which creates the world as

study of these compounds-methylxanthines-of

tograph/mass spectrometer, a highly sensitive and

much as it reflects it."

which caffeine is probably the most encountered

accurate measuring device housed in the chemistry

one. We're looking at what happens to these in the

department, to determine the quantity of each drug

body and in so doing are looking at what things inte·

in the plasma.

Among the project's objectives are:
-to explore the quahties of good writing appropriate to the entire university and to different
disciplines;
-to understand the principles for effective writ·
ing instruction;
-to learn strategies for incorporating writing
regularly in classes in every discipline;
-and to dearly distinguish the differences
between \\.Titing as communication and writing as a
karning tool.

ract with them."
Results from the study eventually will be used in
the treatment of elderly patients with lung diseases.
"If a person is given one of these drugs along with
another drug, what is the effect of this other drug

As the study progresses, the metabolites, or byproducts, of theophylline will he analyzed.

thine?" is the main question researchers are trying to
answer, said Mercer.

"This will give us additional information on its
disposal in the body, whether it's handled by the

The drug being studied is theophylline, which is

liver or the kidney,'' Mercer said.
Now in its fourth year, the project is funded by

used in the treatment of respiratory diseases.

edge and insights, Fox said.

age on the metabolism of theophylline by the liver,"

learn a course's content is one of the most exciting

as concurrent tobacco use or use of other drugs,"
Vestal said.

going to be on what happens to the methylxan-

To achieve the last objective, institute instru<.··
tors and participants will have to pool their know!"Using writing-often informally-as a way to

"That permits us to make calculations about the
rates of metabolism under various conditions, such

"We're interested in discovering the effects of old
Vestal said.
The study of the drug has its roots in the mid-19th
century findings of a Scottish physician who recom-

grants from the Veterans Administration and the
�ational lnsitute on Aging. Both gra_t;�t�, which total
,
about SlOO.OOO.,�far, nm out within· a �a!:a!fd

requests for more money are pending.

BSl is being paid for supplies and for maintenance

areas in current writing/learning research,'' he said.
"For example, we want professors in other disci-

mended "two breakfast cups of strong coffee" as the

of the spn·trometer, an instrument Mercer said has

plines to tell us exactly which mental processes and
concepts they're trying to teach students, and we'll

best remedy for asthma. Later studies indicated that
theophylline, which is similar to caffeine, was a more

enabled the university to participate in a project that
is important to a broad spectrum of people.

offer them what we know about mental processes
and writing strategies. The end result, we hope, will

effective remedy.

be writing assignments in which the two will work

phylline was beneficial in the relief of very severe,

for each other, producing students who will think

persistent asthma," Vestal said. "It's been since that
time that theophylline has gained widespread use in

better, learn the course's content better and write
better."
Most \\.Titers have long been aware of a kind of
"spontaneous combustion" and "serendipity" of
ideas that occur only when they are in the actual
process of writing, Fox said.
"One of the things we hope to accomplish in the
institutes is to harness some of those sparks so students can more effectively think, learn course material and write."

"In 19::;7, several physicians reported that theo-

"It provides an opportunity for our students to
participate in a far-reaching project we otherwise
wouldn't be able to do," he said.

the routine management of asthma and other lung
diseases that involve bronchio constriction."
Although research suggests that age, smoking, diet
and disease state influence theophylline metabolism,
no well-controlled study of the effect of old age has
been conducted, Vestal said.
"What we want to find out," he said, "is how aging
interacts with other factors known to influence the
metabolism of theophylline, such as cigarette smok5

Homemakers visit
Seniors keep independent
By Jocelyn Fannin

chairman Eldon Edmundson, is to help area senior

BSU News Services

citizens remain in their homes, thus cutting health

A \isiting homemaker sen·ice coordinated by the

care costs for them and for the state.

BSU School of Health Sciences Department of Com

The homemaker senice is funded by a t 982-83

munity and Emironmental Health is helping elderly

grant of S 129,139 from federal Health and Welfare

Ada and Elmore County residents who wish to

funds and state monies funneled through Ida-Ore, a

remain in their own homes, but need some assist

Weiser-based agenqr.

ance to keep that independence.

An elderly Boise couple who say they have been

Directed by Glenda Cassell Hill, who also coordi

helped considerably by the program are Leland W.

nated the homemaker project last year under BSU's

Crump, 91, and his wife Mary, 79. The Crumps, long

Adult Basic Education program, 17 full-time and

time southern Oregon ranchers, are used to a hard

part-time homemakers visit about 250 clients in the

working, pioneering life.

two counties each month from offices here and in

"We had a dry year at the same time the Dt.1'res

Mountain Home.

sion hit," he recalls, "and we had a hard time making

Their job is to provide basic housekeeping and

it without any water. I'd go out and snare jackrabbits

personal scni<.·es that senior citizens find difficult or

at a bounty of five cents a piece until I had S35 to

impossible to do for themselves and no one else is
The program's objective, according to department

collapsed lung. During her treatment at the Elks
Rehabilitation Hospital in Boise, doctors told the
couple that she would be unable to return to r-.mch
life, so they decided to remain in a Boise apartment.
Later, he was hospitalized for surgery and a staphy
lococcus infection of his leg.
"I had to quit driving my car, and we needed some
help," he remembers.
"We had always had to be very independent, and
we wanted to stay that way," she said.
That's when the homemaker service, then with
the Idaho Department of Health, was recommended
to them.
The Crumps agree that the program is one of the

S40 to buy groceries and such."

most helpful they know of for elderly people.

ourselves."

vice, comes to their home weekly for an hour to do

.
And, he continued, "We're used to doing for

able to do for them.

The couple carne to Boise about nine years ago
after she became ill with emphysema and suffered a

Anne James, an aide with the BSU homemaker ser
"anything that helps us the most."
"She gives us very wonderful help. She is a very
mce lady, and I couldn't live without her," Mary
Crump said.

--

James is proud of her work in the homes of
elderly Ada County residents.
"Our motto is, 'We will do for you what you can't
do for yourselves,' " she said.
James docs basic housework for the Crumps,
including scrubbing the floors, vacuuming, changing
bed linens and doing smaller tasks, such as
manicures.
She came to the United States from Oslo, Nonvay,
where she had received professional aide training
working with doctors in hospitals and shelter
homes.
"That way you learn quite a bit, so now I know
ways of helping, of lifting. and of moving those who
can't get around well," she said.
James has 28 other clients to visit each month,
some wee.ldy and'some every other week, for one to
two hours each.
"The things I do depend on the individual. Some
walk well, but can't get in and out of the bathtub.
That's something we can help them do," she said.
"For some, we do virtually everything-bathe
them, clean house, do grocery shopping, wash dish
es... What we do is sometimes not enough. But it is
Mary and leland Crump with BSU homemaker Anne James

OSHA contract
(Continued from page 1)

Other agencies handling the OSHA c.:onsultations
outside of Idaho includt.· st;1te oftkes and private
omtractors.
Thorne G. Auchter. OSHA director. ha.' called the
consult:nions "a war of <.'hanging tht.· adversary rela
tionship between employers and employees into a
partnership to acl1ine a sate and healthful
workplace."
Dr. Eldon H. Edmundson. chairman of the BStJ
Department of Community and Environmental
Health and the project's dirt.·t.·tor. calls the eft"ort "a
community sen'ice t(>r Idaho businesses."
Most of the consultations will be with medium
and small-sized businesses. as large Idaho <.·ompanies
usually employ their own safety oft"icers and engi
neers. Edmundson said.
He and three BSll safety and industrial hygienists
will begin the program with notitkation to Idaho
businesses that the nmsultation sl·n·iee is now avail
able to them.
The program is completely separatc from OSHA
inspections, and no dtations will be issued or pen:ll
ties proposed by the BSll consultants. Edmundson
said.
Consultants and employers will examine working
conditions together with employees during walk
through tours aimed at identil)·ing and judging
hazards.
Consultants will also diS<.·uss applicable OSHA
regulations with the employers. and will point out
safety or health risks which might not be cited under
OSHA standards, but still might be considered
dangerous.
"We will not be prescribing specific engineering
design changes to remedy unsafe situations,"
Edmundson said.
"We'll be helping businesses identify their prob-
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!ems and letting them know what kinds of help are
available to them and where they can get that help."
Closing conferences and written reports from the
BSU department to the businesses will allow consul
tants to review their findings and discuss problems
and solutions with the employers.
The consultations will be confidential, and unsafe
or unsanitary <.·onditions that the consultants find
will usually not be reported to the OSHA inspection
staff.
"One of the first things we will tell employers is
when there is a problem of immediate danger. When
such a situation is found, they are expected to take
immediatt.• a<.·tion to protect their employees,"
Edmundson said.
Businesses that are interested in scheduling the
free consultations with the BSU Department of
Community and Environmental Health should con
tact Edmundson at 1910 l'niversity Drive. Boise,

H272';, telephone 'H';-3929.

Budget cuts
(Continued from page 1)

ing expenses and <.'apital outlay.
Keiser used the budget-t.·utting session in October
to point out inequities in funding to the State Board.
He said the latest cuts, combined with an increase in
students, has driven the university's current student
faculty r-.uio to 20.2-t to 1.
Some faculty. espedally those in economic.:s. math,
management, and English. have altered course out
lines, reduced \\Titing assignments and changed
procedures to accommodate maximum class loads.
Keiser also told the Board that BSU relies too
heavily on part-time faculty, which throws additional
advising and counseling burdens on full-time faculty.
BSU hires 193 part-time teachers who teach a
total of 5,077 students, Keiser said.

so much less expensive than for families or the state
to pay up to as much as S 1,200 a month for nursing
home bills."
"It's really often a problem for the elderly to find
trustworthy, dependable help," Hill said.
She makes the initial visit to the homes of persons
who have requested the homemaker senices and
evaluates their needs.
"Although we assess the clients' needs, we don't
want to start taking over. We want to help them
maintain their independence, the last thing they
want to lose," she said. "We try to be careful and do
just the most difficult things for them."
Hill's in-home assessment includes information
about the clients' homes and an analysis of services
the client is receiving from other people, such as
having meals delivered and help with transportation
and chores.
She then draws up a plan listing specific services
that the BSU homemakers will provide to the client
and how often those seniccs will be offered.
That list includes vacuuming and dusting, sweep
ing, mopping. bathroom and kitchen cleaning,
changing bedding, washing windows, transportation,
shopping, meal preparation, feeding. laundry.
bathing, shampooing and setting hair. and dressing.
Hill also evaluates the clients' ability to pay on a
sliding scale of SO to S9 an hour. However, none of
the current 250 clients is paying over S4. 50 an hour
tor the sen'ices, she said.
Their usual income is from social security and
small pensions. and the amount assessed, if any, is
based on the number of people in the household.
"If a person calls me and needs help, but would
really like to pay and is able to do so, I usually try an
alternative source. That frees our people to help
those who really do have low incomes," Hill said.
Although most of the homemaker senices are
resen·ed for Ada and Elmore county residents over

60 who have limited incomes, SlO,OOO of the pro
gram's budget is resen·ed to help those under 60
who need the same senices.
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A university becomes known and gains the high regard of Its
contemporaries through ita teachings, the knowledge pa..ed on
to its graduates and through the development of a hlghfy func.;--'"
tional physical plant which serves both the students and the

community where It is located. An essential ingredient for achiev
ing this reputation Is the support of the community, the alumni
and friends.

On the following pages are listed the names of those alumni,

friends, faculty, companies, organizations, and foundations

whose contributions were received through the Development
Office during a twelve month period from July I,

June

30, 1982.

1981 through

;...--

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS
July 1, 1981 -June 30, 1982
A
Abbott, Chauncy & Ruth, Seattle,
WA
Abbott, Kathleen, Hemet, CA
Ambercrombie, Lee R. & Mary
K., Boise
Ada Veterinary Hospital, Boise
Adams, Nat & Associates, Boise
Alban, Jeanne, Twin Falls
Albertson's, Boise
Albertson, J.A, Boise
Aldecoa, Delphine J., Boise
Alden, Earl, Boise
Allan, Mr. & Mrs. Charles, Boise
Allcott, Kevin, Boise
Allen, Mrs. Edna M., Boise
Allen, Hazel L., Weiser
Allen, Mr. & Mrs. John W., Boise
Allen, Lee V. & Mary Frances,
Eagle
Allen, Loren & Sh1rley, Boise
Allen, Merle W. & Clara J., Boise
Allen, Mr_ & Mrs. Robert W.,
Boise
Allen, Velma, Boise
Allman, Bernice F., Boise
Allot!, Gordon, Englewood, CO
Alpha Gamma Delta Delta Theta
Alumni Chapter, Moscow
Alsip, John F.. Jr., Bo1se
Alsip, Priscilla E., Boise
Amencan Forest Institute,
Washmgton, D.C.
·

American Fruit & Produce Co.,
St. Paul, MN
American Income Life Insurance
Co., Waco, TX
Ami, Gene J. & Marianne, Boise
AmitySchoolStaff, Boise
Ancel, Mark G., Los Angeles, CA
Arthur Andersen & Co., Boise
Arthur Andersen & Co.
Foundation, Ch1cago, IL
Andersen, Roberta, Aurora, CO
Anderson, James, Boise
Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. Keith E.,
Boise
Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. Warren E.,
Bo1se
Andreasen, Mark L., Preston
Andreason, J.C., Boise
Andrews, George, Boise
Andrews, Oral F., Boise
Architects Inc., Boise
Aschenbrener, Bette, Boise
Asker, Sidney L., Boise
Asphalt Paving & Construction
Co., Inc , Boise
As5ociated Dairies, Boise
Assoc1ated General Contractors
of America, Inc., Idaho
Branch, Inc , Boise
Asumendi, Mr. & Mrs. John,
Boise
Atkmson, R1ck M., Aurora, CO
Auston, Mr. & Mrs. David B.,
Boise

I

B
Babbitt, Katherine C., Boise
Bacon, K. Marlene & Larry,
Florence, OR
Bagley, Fred & Betty, Boise
Bailey, Mrs. Leslie F., Boulder,

co

Baker, Clifton E., Boise
Baller, William, Pocatello
Bangerter, Rulon & Wanda,
Seattle, WA
Banks, Dr. R1chard, Boise
Barber, Barbara l., Weiser
Barsness. Dr. Wylla D., Boise
Barton, Dr. David M. & Loretta
J., Boise
Sasabe, John & Ruby, Eagle
Baxter, Mrs. Marjorie & Family,
Boise
Beach, J.C & Corinne S., Boise
Beardmore, George & Edith,
Lewiston
Bearg, Hildegarde V , Bo1se
Beatty, Louise F., Boise
Beaver, Tony J. & Alma E., Bo1se
Becker, David W Jr., MD, BoiSE
Becker, George J , Phoenix, AZ
Beecham, Demse C., Boise
Beeson, Emma C., Boise
Beisenherz, Pual & Nona, New
Orleans, LA
Be1tia, John L & Dorothy M ,
Emmett

Bell, Dr. & Mrs. Max F., Boise
Bell, RachelS., Washington, D.C.
Bender, Dorothy, Boise
Bender, Christine A. & Douglas
F., Boise
Benham, Mr. & Mrs. Howard R.,
Carlsbad, NM
Bennett, Marta, Bo1se
Bentley, Elton E. & Doris J.,
Coeur d'Alene
Benton, Mr. & Mr;;. Charles W..
Evanston, IL
Berenter, Joe & Harriet, Caldwell
Berriochoa, Luis, Mtn. Home
Belly, Margaret, Boise
Bevan, Gene, Puyallup, WA
Bidd1scombe, Roger, Liberty
Lake, WA
Bigelow, Jerry & Beverly D ,
Pocatello
Bilboa, Thomas, Boise
Billings, Dr. Donald. Boise
Bills, Mr. & Mrs. Dewey, Boise
Bingham, M1chael R., San
Antomo, TX
Bish, Aubrey & Ruth, Caldwell
Blackburn, Dolly, Rigby
Blanksma, Kristine E., Mountam
Home
Blanton, J. Charles, Bo1se
Blickenstaff, Loren D., M.D.,
Bo1se
Boardman, Nell, Bo1se
Bodmer, Dr. Bernard & Shirley,
Boise

The Boeing Company,Seattle,
WA
Bogus Basin Recreational Assn.,
Inc., Bo1se
Boise Cascade Corporation,
Boise
Boise HighSchool, Class of 1931
Boise Orthopedic Clime, P.A.,
Boise
Boise Philharmomc Assn., Inc..
Boise
Boise Piano Teachers Guild, Boise
Boise State University Alumni
Association
Bo1seState Univers1ty Auto
Mechanics Class
BoiseState University Library
Staff Association
BoiseStdte Univers1ty Assn. of
Office Personnel
Bolinder, Mr. & Mrs. Robert D.,
Boise
Bolles, Alene, Nampa
Bolton, Jennie L, Smelterville
The Bon, Bo1se
Bondurant, Mr. & Mrs. Lee R.,
Boise
Boren, Robert R. & Marjorie D.,
Boise
Borja, Jesse & Mary, San Jose,
CA
Bothwell, Glenn C., M D , Eagle
Boukas, Constantin & Elizabeth
C., Dunmgan, CA
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Brutsman,Ruth, Horseshoe Bend
Bryan, Ed, Boise
Bryant,Mr. & Mrs. Charles 1:..,
Boise
Bryant, Marvin P. & Margaret A.,
Urbana,ll
Bulkey, Dr. P. Todd & Mimi,
Ogden, UT
Bullington, Dr. Richard & Patty,
Boise
Bullock, Helen C.,Boise
Burda,Mr. & Mrs. Bert A., Boise
Burke,Carl P., Boise
Burke,Carolyn S.,Boise
Burnell, Mr. & Mrs. Bates C.,
Boise
Burns,Stanley M. & Marylu,
Boise
Burns, Mr. & Mrs. William C.,
Boise
Burpee, William & Margaret,
Boise
Burros, Marian & Donald,
Bethesda, MD
Buser, Paul J., P.A., Boise
Bush, David C. & Norma T.,
Boise
Butte County Bank, Arco

UNIVERSITY
PRESIDENT'S
REPORT
The fiftieth anni
versary year at Boise
State University has
highlighted a tradition
which is unique in the
Northwest and a true
source of strength
and vitality. Born in
the midst of a severe
depression, under the
guidance of a truly
visionary Bishop of
the Episcopal
Church, the institu
tion emphasized the
importance of a
strong liberal arts
education regardless
of the relative condition of the economy. Formal spon
sorship by the Chamber of Commerce added a touch
of pragmatism, innovation, and relevance to students
and the public, reflected in the schools of Business,
Health, and Vocational-Technical Education. When the
local and then state government became involved, it
was to assure access and opportunity for greater
numbers of students so that achievement and excel
lence rather than birth, background or ability-to-pay
could remain as basic standards. A university resting
on the strong foundations of church, business, and
government has a future dependent only on the abili
ties and dedication of contemporaries to manage and
sustain it.
.
On behalf of all of us now employed at the University, I wish to thank the members of the University
Foundation and the other groups)isted in t is ree.ort ... .
for their support during the past year: Construction on ,.
the Morrison Center began, the BSU Pavilion opened,
fund drives for endowed professorships in the names
of Len B. Jordan and Frank Church as well as a third,
yet unnamed, in Health Sciences were effectively instituted. The permanent endowment, basically for scho·
larships, has increased dramatically and plans for
greater expansion are carefully laid.
Consistent with its tradition, the next fifty years at
Boise State University in many important ways depend
upon private development. Boise State University is
simply an excellent investment by any standards.
While we as individuals are regularly solicited to send
money out of the area and state for educational pur·
poses, those funds have little, if any, effect on the qual
ity of life where we live. Boise State's location, the
number of students it serves, the efficiency of its oper·
ations, and the educational quality it produces are
unparalleled in this state and region.
In many important ways, the future of the city of
Boise and of this University are closely tied, for there
has never been a great city without a great university.
It is a fact that investment in professorships, scholar
ships, buildings, and equipment at Boise State Univer
sity are ways to bring the University and community
closer together, ways to effectively commemorate indi
viduals, and ways to assure the survival of quality edu
cation in this region. I urge you to consider the many
mutually rewarding possibilities for 'assistance to this
institution through the University Foundation and the
other support groups. Most of all, I wish to thank you
for your indispensable help during your 50th anniver
sary year.

--

�

Dr. John H. Keiser
President
Bowen, GordonS. & Emma A.,
Boise
Bower,Carol & Jerry, Boise
Bowler,Bruce & Beth,Boise
Boyd, Mr. & Mrs. Peter J., Boise
Boyer, Bessie J.,Carlsbad, NM
Boyles,Jean C., Boise
Bradley, Art & Gladys, Challis
Brassey, Vernon K. & Isabel J.,
Boise
Bratvold,Harold 0. & Maxine P.,
Seattle, WA
Braun,Ralph,Kellogg
Brennan, Constance,Boise
Brennan,Ed & Evelyn,Lava Hot
Bridenbaugh, William, Boise
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Bright,Cliff & Ruth,Rigby
Brodin,William A., Coeur d'Alene
Brookover, J. Gordon,Boise
Brooks,Peter & Helen,Spokane,
WA
Brown,Mr. & Mrs. Drury R.,
Blackfoot
Brown, Gary L., Boise
Brown, Janice M., Idaho Falls
Brown, Joyce B., Clarkston,WA
Brown,Robert & Maxine, Boise
Brown,Timothy A. & Regina
Maria, Boise
Brownfield Building Inc., Boise
Brutsman, Mr. & Mrs. Galen L.,
Horseshoe Bend

c
C.M. Co.,Inc.,Boise
Caine, Arthur H.,Boise
Calderone, Shirley, West Covina,
CA
Call,Chester L.,Boise
Campbell & Company, Inc., Boise
Campbell, Alex G.,Boise
Campbell, Gladys M.,Boise
Campbell, Mr. & Mrs. WilliamS.,
Boise
Canning, John J. & Dorothy,
Boise

1

Capps,Randy M & Kathryn E.,
Salmon
Carey, Morris J. & Kathryn H.,
Auburn,WA
Carleton, W.F. & Dorothy,
Mountain Home
Cadey,Joan D , Boise
.

...
.
....
....
�
....
..
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Carlile, Robert & Michelle, Eagle
Carlson, Mr. & Mrs. Herbert,
Eagle
Carlson, Mel R. & Zilda U., Boise
Carman, Helen E., Boise
Carman,Mary M., Boise
Carney,Jack V. & Elizabeth,

Boise
Carroll, Mr. & Mrs. David A.,
Boise
Carpenter, Beta, Boise
Carson,laura, Boise
Carter, Dorothy E.,Twin Falls
Case,Edwin L.,Mrsing
Cates, Hilda B.,Shelley
Cathers, Katielee,Boise
Caylor, John A. & Ruthann,Boise
Celano, Tullio & Marilyn, Boise
Cenarrusa,Peter T., Boise
Cengotita, Mr. & Mrs. Pete, Boise
Chaffee, Dr. Eugene B. & lois,
Boise
Chaffee, Mrs. leane R.,Boise
Chandler, Earl F.,Boise
Chanin, Marcy & leona
Philanthropic Found
Chapiro, Morris & Elain, Austin,
TX
Chastain, Mr. & Mrs. Richard M.,
Boise
Chatburn, Dr. & Mrs. A.H., Boise
Chisholm,Burt & Grace, Boise
Christensen, Harvey J. & Barbara
J., Meridian
Chrysler, RL.,Boise
Chu, Ted, Ketchum
Churchman, Wilson & Valene,
Shoshone
Citizens National Bank,Boise
Clark, Harry L. & Beverly,Boise
Clark. Virgill., Boise
Clarke, Ethel A.,Boise
Clayton, Diane, Bo1se
Cleary, Mr. & Mrs. Edward W.,
Boise
Cleverly,Mr. & Mrs. leRoy,
Seattle,WA
Cline, Mr & Mrs. Glen E., Boise
Cline, Smull, Hamill, Quintieri
Associates, Bo1se
Clover, Esther M.,Boise
Cobbs, Joy & Hartzell, Boise
Cochran, John, Anchorage, AK
Coffey, Bettie J .. Chicago,ll
Cohen, Melvin,Passa1c, NJ
Coleman,Douglas & Jean, Coeur
d'Alene
Coles,Mr. & Mrs. D.C.,Emmett
Collias, Mr. & Mrs. John G.,
Boise
Columbian Club,Boise

Compton,Mr. & Mrs. J. Roger,
Boise
Compton,Mr. & Mrs. Michael,
Boise
Comstock, Ralph J.,Boise
Concrete Placing Co., Inc.,Boise
Consolidated Concrete Co.,Boise
Conway,Mary 0., Boise
Cook, John C. & Mary Roberts,
Pullman, WA
Coon,John L. &lois, Boise
Coon,Robert C.,Boise
Cooper,David M. & Patricia 1.,
Twin Falls
Cooper,Mrs. Gene,Meridian
Cooper, Tom,lynwood, WA
Coopers & Lybrand Foundation,
Boise
Copple,Mr. & Mrs. Robert H.,
Boise
Corbett,Lt. Steven R., New York
Corlett, E.J. & Bertha, Boise
Cornell, Dale D., M.D., Boise
Corwin,Oscar, Ft. lee,NJ
Cosgrove, Ed, Rupert
Costello, Lawrence, Boise
Coughlin, Dr. & Mrs. James J.,
Boise
Country Club Ceramics, Boise
Cox, Mrs. Gardner,Cambridge,
MA
Cox,V. Marvin & Sharon,Boise

Cozine, Mary, Boise
Crain, Harry & Opal, Teton City
Crepps,Patti, Billings, MT
Crepps, William F.,M.D., P.A.,
Nampa
Crossland,Mr. & Mrs.Samuel,
Boise
Cruzen, Jim & Doris,Boise
Custer, Ivan A., Boise

D
Dahl, Mr. & Mrs. John M.,Boise
Dahlberg,Carol J. & Dr. E. John,
Jr., Boise
Dahm,Mr. & Mrs .. Norman F.,
Boise
Dailey, Ruth,Seattle, WA
Dake,Ross E., Pocatello
Daly,John Charles Jr.,Chevy
Chase,MD
Dane, Maxwell,New York, NY
Dater, Mr. & Mrs. Thomas G.,
Boise
David,Mrs.Sally E. Bonner,
Boise
Davidson, Marion, Bonners Ferry
Davidson, Mr. & Mrs. Mowbray,
Boise
Davidson, Myra A., Kooskia
Davis, James W. & Margaret D.,
Boise

FOUNDATION
PRESIDENT'S
REPORT
During the fiscal
year ended June 30,
1982, the Founda
tion's assets grew by
$896,774, from
$4,231,770 to
$5,128,544, an
fl1creese of 21%. Of
this advance,
$3,709,398 is held in
trust for the Morrison
Center and will be
distributed as that
fine project pro·
gresses. The balance
($1,419,146) is in our
Permanent Endow·
ment Fund and con·
tains $102,141 of unrestricted monies.
Fiscal 1982 saw the formation of a new support
group known as the Chaffee Associates. To qualify for
this major donor classification, an individual unre·
stricted gift of $1,000 or a corporate gift of $2,500 per
year is required. To date, $111,049 has been gifted by
nine donors, of which $100,074 was given by Mrs.
Gladys Langroise. Following receipt of this generous
unrestricted gift, the Board of Directors voted
unanimously to dedicate the entire sum to the mainte
nance and care of the Langroise mansion previously
given to the Univeristy for a presidential residence.
Late in the year, the Board was expanded from
seven to ten with the addition of J. Charles Blanton, S.
Hatch Barrett and Asa M. Ruyle. This expansion will
enable the Board to better serve the needs of the Uni·

versity and the desires of the Trustees and donors.
The Foundation's four standing committees are
chaired by Directors who are devoting time and crea
tivity to their respective appointments. We are fortu
nate to have the talents of William Bridenbaugh (Long
Range Planning), Don Day (Investments), John Grant
(Membership), and Hatch Barrett (Resources) commit·

ted to the achievement of the Foundation goals.
During the next year, we have a goal of obtaining a
total of $500,000, of which $75,000 is expected to be
unrestricted. To do this, continued support will be
expected from every Director and Trustee. Hopefully,
many new Chaffee Associates will be added during the
year but a gift of any size shall, of course, be gratefully
appreciated.
The need for private support of higher education has
never been more crucial. At Boise State University,
the newest and largest of our state universities, this
support is especially critical if the University is to con·
tinue serving the educational needs of this community,
this region, and thi� state. The BSU Foundation is
expected to play a vital and continuing role in the striv·
ing for excellence at Boise State University.

Fred P. Thompson, Jr.

=======
Davison,Frank H.,Boise
Davy, Mr. & Mrs. C.O.,Weiser
Dawson, Mr. & Mrs. A.W.,Boise
Day,Merrilee L., Tacoma, WA
Dedman, Roger Alan & Helen,
Boise
de Ia Motte,Harold & Virginia,
Mountain Horne
Delaney, John F., Boise
DeMeyer, JoAnna,Boise
DeNeufville,Dr. & Mrs. Robert,
Boise
Denten, Mr. & Mrs. Lee R., Boise
Derrer,Dr. & Mrs. R.D.,Boise
Dery,Arthur,Willoughby,OR
Des Aulniers, Mr. & Mrs. Robert
H., Boise

Deshler,Ethel & Bill, Boise
Detty,Shirley, Boise
Detweiler, Mrs. W.H.,Twin Falls
Devine, Marian Alice, Boise
DeWald, Mr. & Mrs. Phillip J.,
Boise
Dieter, Les & Alice,Boise
Dilley, Miriam,Boise
Dixon, Thomas Fries, Boise
Donaldson, George A. &Sharon,
Mountain Horne
Dooley, Ed & Claudia,Eagle
Dorman, Lee R. & Leona R.,
Boise
Duke,Dr. Victor H. &Shirley J.,
Boise
Duncan, Ron,Boise
Durante,Mrs. Jimmy, Beverly
Hills,CA
Durbin,Robert & Katherine,
Boise

E

Eagle Aircraft,Boise
EBCO, Inc., Boise
Edgemon,A.P., Parma
Elam,LilaS., Boise
Ellsworth, Dr. Roy J., Boise
Elorriaga,John A.,Portland, OR
Emas,Mr. & Mrs. Mel, Whittier,
CA
Emerson,Tom & Alma, Coeur
.

d'Alene

Enbom, Gertrude,Hayden Lake,·
ID
Engelking, Mr. & Mrs. Delmer F.,
Boise
English,Harold E.,Boise
Ennis, Paul & Verla,Boise
Enterkine, Jack,Boise
Escher, Charles S. & May R.,
Boise
Eshelman,Mr. & Mrs. H. Kai,
Meridian
Evans,Blanche B., Boise
Evans,Governor & Mrs. John V.,
Boise

Evans,Larry F. & Augusta C.,
Boise
Evenson, Mrs. Esther,Seattle,
WA
Evers, Frank W. & Mary Ellen,
Boise
Ewing,Mr. & Mrs. William J.,
Boise

Fromm, Alfred, San Francisco,
CA
Frost, Mr. & Mrs. William, New
York, NY
Frye, Linda A., Nampa
Frye, Thomas C.,Boise
Fuller, Eugene & Jacquelyn, Boise
Fulwyler,Dr. & Mrs. Robert L.,
Boise
FUTURA Corp.,Boise

F

Falk,Bessie H., Boise
Falk,George,Far Rockaway,NY
Fannin, Dawn B.,Boise
Farmer, Lee & Constance, Boise
Farmers & MerchantsState
Bank, Meridian
Farrer, Helen M., Boise
Farthing,Alice,Lewiston
Faucher, James & Joanna, Boise
Fausset,Louis R. & Helen L.,
Boise
Feldman, Jacob,Dallas, TX
Fereday, Mr. & Mrs. Russell D.,
Boise
Fery, Mr. & Mrs. John, Boise
Finch, Cindy,Boise
Finch, Mr. & Mrs. Harold C.,
Boise
Finch-Brown Company, Boi$4!
Findlay,Mr. & Mrs. Alexander
G., Boise
Finn,Ronald F., Boise
Finn,Tom & Jeanne,Seattle,WA

G

Gabiola,John,Wendell
Gaddis, Robert E. & Barbara P.,
Boise
Gale,Charlotte B.,Boise
Gale, Helen S.,Boise
Galey Construction Co., Inc.,
Boise
Gallagher,Patricia R., Boise
Gambles,Jody & Debra,Otis
Orchards,WA
Gambling,Mr. & Mrs. Ray, Boise
Garland, Gerald & Jean,Astoria,
OR
Garretson, Mr. & Mrs. Roger P.,
Boise
Gartin,Mr. & Mrs. William W.,
Boise
Gentles,J.H. & Dorothy Ann,
Boise
Gerton, Mr. & Mrs. Jules, Miami
Beach, FL
Gibson Funeral Home, Boise
Gifford, William A. & Joyce R.,
Mountain Home
Gilbert,Mr. & Mrs. A.S., Boise
Gilkey,Norma, Eagle
Gillespie, Clyde R., Boise
Givens, John W.,Boise
Glackens,Mrs. Ira,
Sheperdstown,WV
Glendinning, James J.,Boise
Glikbarg, W.K.,Los Angeles, CA
Goeckner, C.H. & Margaret M.,
Grangeville
Goerke, Thomas L. & Laura G.,
Grand Junction, CO
Goodrich, Mr. & Mrs. William 0.,
Boise
Gorringe, Read & Ellen,Boise
GottenbeTg,Marguerite, Boise
Graeber,F.O., M.D., Boise
Grant,Glen,Boise
Gratton, Mr. & Mrs. Bernard F.,
Boise
Gray,Elwood H.,P.E.,Boise
Gray,Mary Ann & Howell,Boise
Grayson,Murlin &Sharon K.,
Boise
Green, Aaron,New York, NY
Greenfield, John F. & Robin G.,
Boise
Greenlee,John & Cathleen,Boise
Gregory, Lelace V , Boise

First Interstate Bank of Idaho,
N.A.,Boise
First Security Bank of Idaho,
Boise
Fish, Joseph T., Logan, WV
Fisher, Betty Joe, Boise
Fishman, Bernard,BaJa Cynwyd,
PA
Fleenor,Mr. & Mrs. H.C.,Boise
Floan,Mr. & Mrs. L.K.,Lewiston
Florentz, Ted R., D, Boise
Follman,Bradley T., Boise
Fong, Mr. & Mrs. Ben, Boise
Foremost-McKesson Foundation,
Inc.,San Francisco, CA
Forney,William D., M.D.,Boise
Frankel,Mr. & Mrs.Samuel,
Shaker Heights, OH
Fraser, Thor & Henrietta,Boise
Frazier,Richard E. & Doris L.,
Lomita, CA
Frehling, Robert & Nancy, Miami
Beach,FL
Friedland,Mr. & Mrs. Abner M.,
South Orange,NJ
Fnedlaender, Eugene Foundation,
Inc.,New York,NY
Frisch,Kenneth D., Melba
Fritchman,Dr. & Mrs. Harry K.,
Bo1se
Frobenius, Mr. & Mrs. John R.,
Boise

Griffin,Mr. & Mrs. Frederick B.,
Boise
Griffin, Jane, Boise
Griffin, Mark, Boise
Grindstaff, Alvin L.,Caldwell
Gross,Alfred & Marilee, Boise
Grossman,Harold 1., Phoenix, AZ
Grossman,John P.,PocateUo
Guernsey, Roger & Billie,Garden
Valley
Guerry, Mike,Buhl
Guiver, Robert, Boise
Gurnsey,Vern L. & Kathleen W.,
Boise
Gwartney,J.M., Boise

H

Hafterson, Harold D. &
Constance White,Boise
Hager,Robert & Maud, Boise
Hager, T.A. & Helen E.,Boise
Hair, Dr. & Mrs. Walter W., Boise
Hall, Patricia R., Fennville, Ml
Hall,Porter & Janice,Boise
Hamilton, Robert B. & E. Kay,
Boi$4!
Hammarsten,Dr. James F., Boise
Hampton, Greg & Cathy, Boise
Hansen,Harley & Alice, Preston
Harbison, Leonard D., Caldwell
Harrelson, Mr. & Mrs. Russell D.,
Hayden Lake
Harris,Henry C. & Lillian,Boise
Harris, Mr. & Mrs. Larry W., Jr.,
Boise
Harryman, Alice N.,Boise
Hart, Dr. Richard & Ramona
Boise
Hart,Timothy J.,Boi$4!
Hartley,Lynda L., Boise
Harvey, Doris L., Kentfield,CA
Hatch, Ada Y.,Boise
Hatmaker, Begie,Shoshone
Hatton, Alice H.,Boise
Haug,Mae E., Mountain Home
Hawkins,James V.,Boise
Hawkins, Mr. & Mrs. Jerry, Buhl
Hawley,Mr. & Mrs. Jess B., Jr.,
Boise
Haworth,Doris M., Boise
Hay,JanetS., Nampa
Hay, Ken W.,Boise
Hayes,WilliamS. &·Marjorie G.,
Boise
Hazzard,Mr. & Mrs. Tom,Boise
Heaton,Doyle D., Walnut Creek,
CA
Hechinger,The Sidney L.
Foundation, Landover, MD
Hecker, Dr. & Mrs. Gerald N.,
Boise
Hedges, Edward E. & Jana A.,
Boise
Heilner, Janet & Richard,Boise
H.J. Heinz Company Foundation,
Pittsburgh,PA

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, INC.

JUNE 30, 1982

1981
Restated

Combined

Combined

ASSETS
Cash
Time deposits
Marketable securities at market (cost
$3,211,761, 1982 and $1,429,441, 1981
Pledges receivable, less allowance. for
doubtful accounts
Note receivable
Interest receivable
Due from Boise State University
Due from other funds
Other
Land

$

(450)

2,012,753
657,756
1,()()(),000
39,144

195

$

9,888

$

993,741

$3,709,398

$1,040,207

$3,709,398

$1,040,207

17,383

$

58,028
230,877

3,200,764

1,731,547

175,001

657,756
1,000,000
55,916
3,000
14,734
3,990
175,001

975,085
1,()()(),000
39,508
3,000
14,734
3,990
175,001

$ 378,939

$5,128,544

$4,231,770

1,723

-- --

$1,040,207

$

194,270

15,049
3,000
14,734
3,795

$3,709,398

7,945

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
Due to other funds
Fund balances

364,205

14,734
5,113,810

$ 378,939

$5,128!544

$

14,734

�,i:t..:t.'

Heitman, Herrick & Wanda,
Sandpoint
Helsley, Alice,Nampa
Henderson, Mr. & Mrs. Alfred M.,
Boise
Hendren, Mr. & Mrs. Robert L.,
Jr., Boise
Hennessey, Mr. & Mrs. Thomas
M., Boise
Herndon, Mr. & Mrs. Emmett B.,
Boise
Hess, George, Boise
Heston, Nancy L,Gig Harbor,
WA
Hewlett-Packard, Boise
Higer,Mr. & Mrs. Dale G., Boise
Hill,Jay & Rosemary, Boise
Hill,Kenneth & Shirley,Boise
Hilton,Tom & Diane, Boise
Hilt, Elizabeth S.,Boise
Hjort, Mr. & Mrs. George V.,
Boise
Hodge, Mr. & Mrs Robert B.,

Boise

Hoge,John D., Boise
Holes,Mr. & Mrs. Gerald,
GrangeviDe
Hollenbeck,Jim & Nadine,
Bellevue,WA
Holtz, Richard R.,Boise
Hooban, Mr. & Mrs. Horner L.,

CaldweD

Hope, Nathaniel & Claudia,
Seattle,WA.
Hopkins, Harold & Therese,
CaldweD
Hopper, James W. & Catherine
D., Boise
Horsley, M.L. & Emma,Boise
Horton, Mr. & Mrs. Richard D.,
Boise
Hough,Sue, Albany, OR
Howard, Don & Ruth, Boise
Howard, Richard,Meridian
Howard, Marcia Wicklow,
Meridian
Howard, Dr. & Mrs. Richard P.,
Sr.,Pocatello
Hower, leWis E., Emmett
Hronek, Carol H., Boise
Huey, Lee E. & Isabell.,Culver
City,CA
Huff,Richard M. & Helen H.,
Boise
Hummel, Charles F. & Calista F.,
Boise
Hummel, Jones, Miller,
Hunsucker,P.A., Boise
Humphrey, Bobbe E., Twin Falls
Humphreys, Fred C., Boise
Hunt, ArthurS.,Boise

Hunt,John C. & Associates,
Boise
Hunter Enterprises, Henderson,
NV
Huntwork, Lee & Rose, Idaho
Falls
Huston, Robert L. & Dorothy L.,
Meridian
Hylen, Marian J.,Bo1se

I

BALANCE SHEETS

1982
Restricted
Morrison
OtherUnrestricted
Center

��·�

$

$

14,734
4,217,036

$4,231!770

Idaho Asphalt Supply,Inc.,Idaho
Falls
Idaho Bank & Trust Co.,
Pocatello
Idaho First National Bank, Boise
Idaho for Church Committee,
Boise
Idaho Power Company,Boise
IdahoSand & Gravel Co., Inc.,
Caldwell
!nama, Mrs. Blanche, Twin Falls
Ingersoll,William E.,Clayton
Interlude, Boise
Interlude Travel Club, Boise
Intermountain Gas Company,
Boise
International Busmess Machines
Corporation, Armonk, NY
Irons,Margaret E.,Glenns Ferry
Irons,Thomas,Boise
Irvin,Mr. & Mrs. William E.,
Boise
lrwm,Anne V., Mountain Horne
lshiyama Foundation, San
Francisco, CA
Iverson,Bert,Jerome

J

Jackson, Mrs. W R., Fruitland
Jackson, Vernon & Marie,
Clarkston,WA
Jeffries, Wendell R., Boise
Jenkins, Mary,Boise
Jenkins, Robert D., M.D., Bo1se
Jennings,Patricia L.,
Albuquerque, NM
Jensen, Dr. John H., Kuna
Johnson, Byron,Boise
Johnson,Carl & Helen, Boise
Johnson,Mr. & Mrs. James R.,
Corona Del Mar,CA
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THE BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
the very important support groups of concerned citizens
who work with the University's administrators in maintaining
the excellence in education at Boise State University.
The report describes various new projects the Foundation
has undertaken this past year-the Eugene B. Chaffee
Associates, the Len B. Jordan Endowment for Econom1c
Studies and the Frank Church Chair of Public Affairs-and
recognizes those who have provided financial support to the
University through the Boise State University Foundation.
To all of those who have g1ven of themselves in time, tal·
ent and financial assistance, not only for the past year but
for the past fifty years, we say a very grateful "Thank you,
very much!"

The Boise State University Foundation, established in

1964, 1s a non-profit corporation established to maintain and
manage gifts donated to Boise State University. 1t currently
has over $1.4 million in assets and provides guidance and
support in the University's development campaigns.
The Foundation is governed by a ten-member Board of
Directors, mcluding the president of Boise State University,
and a fifty-five member Board of Trustees.
The assets of the Foundataon are managed by a profes·
sional investment counselor.
This 1981-82 Boise State Umversity Foundation Annual
Report provades information concermng the positive strides
the Foundation has taken over the past year. It also shows

Johnson, Kenneth E., Bo1se
Johnson, Larry Lee, Boise
Johnson, Peter T. & Carolyn,
Portland, OR
Johnson, Robert & Darlene,
Boise
Johnson, Mrs. Wmifred, Des
Motnes,IA
Johnston, AI & Barbara, Bolle
Johnston, Maxine, Paradise
Valley, AZ
Johnson. Ron P., Boise
Jones, Dr. & Mrs. E\•erett N., Jr.,
Bo1se
Jones, Harry & LoUise, Medford,
OR
Jones, Dr Winfield & Loutse,
Botse
Jordan, EthelS , Boise
Jordan, Mn>. J. Cecil, Boise
Jordan.Senator & Mrs. Len B.,
BoiSe

Jordan-Wilcomb Co. Contractors,
Boise
Jorgensen, becky R., Firth
Juola, Robert C. & Dorothy B.,
Bo1se

Krista!, Alexander & Diana, New
York, NY
Kunz, Homer E., Victor

L
Lacy, Gordon R., Jr , Bo1se
Landau. Fred & Anne
Foundation, New York, NY

Landau, Mann Judd, New York,
NY
Lane, James E., Boise
Langrell, Mora M , Bo1se
Langroise, Gladys E., Botse
Langworthy, Edward & Helen,
Boise
Larsen, G1lbert, Rexburg
Lar!>en, Keith, Rexburg
Larsen, Morris, Marsing
Lascalzo, Eleanor H., Pocatello
The Lautenberg Foundat1on,
Clifton, NJ
Lazechko, Dorothy M., Boise
Lear, Frances, Los Angeles, CA
Learned, Marcel & Jane. Boise

K

--

Ka1ser, Gary & Verlcne D., Boise
Kal1mian, Elias, New York, NY
Kallenberger, Mr. & Mrs. W.F.,
Botsc
Kapoor, RK , B01sc
Karelsen, Frank F. ,Sr , New
York, NY
Karnowski, Cathenne A., Bo1se
Katz, Abe M , Corpu5 Christl, TX
Katz. Herbert D., Hollywood, FL
Keen. Inez & George, Bo1se
Keener, Ke1th & Margaret, Botse
Kehkan, A H , Closter. NM
Keller, John G , Boise
Kelly, Doris A , Boise
Kelly, Mr. & Mrs. Jack E., Bo1se
Kelly, John R., Coeur d'Alene
Kelly, Marie T., M D., Jerome
Kennedy, Mr. D,wid A, Olympia,
WA
Kensler. Hal A. &Sylvia, Naches.
WA
Keppler, Dr Wllliam & Nancy,
Bo1se
Kern, Dwane & Deloris, Boise
Kerr, Ronald K. & Linda S , BoiSe
Keshng, Mr. & Mrs. Darrell A,
Sr , Cascade
Kidd, Vern J , Pnest R1ver
Kiler, Ke1th & Evelyn, Lewiston
Kilgrow, Julie M , Boise
Killion, George L., Menlo Park,
CA
Kimelman, Mr. & Mrs. Henry L.,
New York, NY

King, Mrs.Stanley E , Bo1se
Kmney. Mrs. Barbara, Idaho Falls
Kiphen, Mr & Mrs. C R1chard.
La Habra, CA
Kirby, GellCVIeve M., BoiSe
K1rtland, Dr. William, Bo1se
Klem, Edith Mlller, Boise
Klem, George M & Elvera V.,
Bo1se
Kline, Mr. & Mrs. Wilham J ,
Boise
Klitz, Dale & Colleen, Mountam
Home

Klundt, Walter & Helen, Boise
Knapton, Elva E., Boise
Knight, Byron J ,Sr., Boise
Koch, H Ferd & Marjorie R.,
Boise
Koll, Ray & Beverly, Boise
Koleen, Mr. & Mrs. Bernard,
Washington, D.C.
Kotschevar, Ben, Homedale
Krause, James R., Lake Charles,
LA

10

Lee, Arnold W.,Star
Lee, R.D. O.D , BoiSe
Lepen, Lucile B.,Sagle
Les Bots Veterinary Hosp1tal,
Boise
Lettenmaier, Caroline M., Boise
Lev.
is, Diggs & Maxme,Soda
Spnngs
Lewis, Garner & R1ta, Pocatello
Lewiston, Joanne, Boise
Lewis, Mr. & Mrs. Ray, Bo1se
Liday, John A., Jr , Pocatello
Lilly, J.A., Boise
Lindbloom, Esther, Boise
Little, R.W , Nampa
Locander, Blair & Carolyn, Boise
Lockett, Albert & Marie, Boi:;e
Lodge, Mr. & Mrs. William M ,
Caldwell
Logan, John A. & Myrle E.,
Weiser
Lolley, George & Maxine, Boise
Lombard Conrad Archttects,
P.A., Boise
Lombard. Ernest, Bo1se

·; ·;-
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Longstreth, Mrs. Gerald, Tacoma,
WA
Loomis, Floyd & V1ola, Donnelly
Loucks, Ted J., Winnemucca, NV
Lough, Mr. & Mrs. Harold,Seal
Beach, CA
Luke, Robert A BoiSe
Lungren, Glenn A , Boise
•

M
Madenburg, RichardS., Boise
Madrigal Club, Bo1se
Madsen, Mr. & Mrs. D P.,
Blackfoot
Magill,SidS , Twin Falls
Mais, William H. & Mary H.,
Boise
Maloof, Georgia W.,San
Bernardino, CA
Manfredo, Domimc & Phyllis W.,
Boise
Mansfield, Pauline, Twin Falls
Manshel, Warren & Anita, New
York, NY

,

Mantakes, Lilly, Boise
Marek, Dwain L. & Alberta P.,
Boise
Mares, Fred & Louise, Botse
Margolius, Philip & Phyllis.
Bethesda, MD
Mark, DaVId & Judith, Boise
Marshall, Arthur & Jayn, Las
Vegas, NV
Marshall, Glenna R., Portland, OR
Martin, Dr. & Mrs. Clyde M.,
Boise
Martin, William T., Jr., Botse
Mason, Michael H , Botsc
Mathews, Evelyn L., Boise
Mallek, Betty R., Eagle
Mecham, Arnold, Boise
Meisner, Neal E., Boise
Mellinger, DeMar,Santa Rosa,
CA
Men's Wardrobe, Inc., Bo1se
Mercantile Stores Co., Boise
Merrill, The Charles E. Trust,
New York, NY
Mcrnll, WJ. & Lois, Blackfoot
Meyer, RIChard K., Boise
Michael, Mr. & Mrs. Gary, Botse
Miles, Florence M , Boise
Miller, Ben & Agnes, Bo1se
M111er Foundation, Inc., Battle
Creek, Ml
Miller, M11rshall D., Pittsburgh, PA
Mtlligan, Grant U., Nampa
Mmas, Blanche 0., Boise
M1tchell, Elsie, Boise
Molenaar, J.N., Botse
Molyneaux, John & Betty, C<M"ur
d'Alene
Moon, Marjorie Ruth, Boise
Moran, Lillian, Twin Falls
Morris, Mr. & Mrs. Allen r , Boise
Morrison Knudsen Company,
Inc., Boise
Morrock, Dr. & Mrs.Samuel,
Brooklyn, NY
Moser, Kent & Theda, Boise
Mosman, Frank, Eagle
Moss, Darrell & Verla,Sugar City
Moss, Fneda N., Boise

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, INC.
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
YEARS ENDED JUNE 30

HE\lENUES:
t..ifts
Dividends
:Interest
Gain (loss) on sale of securities

1982
Restricted
Morrison
OtherUnrestricted
Center

Combined

278,517

$ 163.264
10,052
60,582

$ 118,152
1,444
9,476

$ 315,619
11,496
348,575

312,720

233,898

129,072

675,690

$

34,203

1981
Restated

Combined
$3,353,068
10.202
113,121
(26,071)
3,450,320

t:XPENDITURES:
Expenditures on behalf of Botse
State University
Expenditures on behalf of the
Morrison Center
Distributions to Boise State University

14,901

14,901

9,120

37,8?.2
15,825

37,822
107,769

11,222
4,100
40,398

91,944

Operating costs

REVENUE IN EXCESS OF
EXPENDITURES

91,944

52,723

15,825

160,492

64,840

220,776

181,175

113,247

515,198

3,385,480

TRANSFERS FROM BOISE
STATE UNIVERSITY

465,760

UNREALIZED GAIN LOSS ON
MARKETABLE SE URITIES

(77,443)

(6,741)

(3,270)

3 270

t

INTER-FUND TRANSFERS
NET INCREASE IN FUND BALANCES
FUND BALANCES, beginning of year
FUND BALANCES, end of year

465,760
(84,184)

32,926

220,776

566,222

109,776

896,774

3,418,406

3,488,622

473,985

254,429

4.217,036

798,630

$3,709,398

$1,040,207

$ 364,205

$5,113,810

$4,217,036

(Preliminary .Report)

Pullman Brick Company, Boise

THE EUGENE B. CHAFFEE, ASSOCIATES
The Eugene B. Chaffee Associates is Boise State Universi
ty's premier support group. Membership recognizes those
who know the value of higher education and have gener
ously supported the University.
The Chaffee Associates is named after Dr. Eugene B.
Chaffee, president of Boise Junior College for 31 years. Dr.
Chaffee is remembered today as the guiding force behind
the founding and expansion of BJC and its evolution into
Boise State University.

R
Rabb, Norman S., Palm Beach,
FL
Rahn, A. Jim & Carolyn, Boise
Ralphs, Gertrude B., McCall
Ralstin, Mr. & Mrs. Monte, Boise
Ransom, Jerry, Boise
Red Lion Motor Inn Riverside,
Bo1se
Reed, F. Richard, Boise
Reich, Charles & Sue, Idaho Falls
Reid, Garth & Frances, Boise
Resnick, Louis & Mildred
Foundation, Ellenville, NY
Ress, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph W.,
Providence, Rl
Reynolds Metals Company
Foundation, Richmond, VA

Last year, its first of existence, Chaffee Associates con
tributed over $111,000 in unrestricted funds to the Boise
State University Foundation. There are nine charter
members of the Associates.
Membership in the Chaffee Associates is extended to all
alumni and friends of Boise State University who fulfill one
or more of the following membership opportunities:
INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
• By giving a minimum unrestricted gift of $1,000 annually
to the Boise State University Foundation.
• By giving a one-time unrestricted gift of $10,000 or more
to the Foundation.
• By arranging for a planned unrestricted gift of $25,000 or
more through a qualifying bequest, life insurance agreement,
a trust agreement, or other deferred giving instrument. The
levels and types of such qualifying gifts vary greatly. The
BSU Foundation staff should be consulted concerning gifts
of insurance.
CORPORATE/BUSINESS MEMBERSHIP
Corporations, business, and other organizations may be
members of the Chaffee Associates by giving $2,500 annu
ally to the BSU Foundation. The gift must be totally
unrestricted.
It is impossible to fully express the University's gratitude
for generous benefactors, but we do have the opportunity to
say "thank you" by offering the following privileges of mem
bership in the Chaffee Associates.
• Special plaque and card denoting membership.
• An annual luncheon with a report from the Boise State
University president.
• Full use of the University Library.
• Receipt of special publications from the Ahsahta Press
ar{d the Western Writers Series at Boise State University.
• Complimentary tickets for Boise State University The
atre Arts and Music departments productions-reservations
must be made in advance.
• Use of some Boise State University recreational
facilities.
• And, of course, the satisfaction of helping Boise State
University continue providing quality educational services to
society.

Mountain Bell, Boise
Muchow, Gordon K., Emmett
Murelaga, Phil, Boise
Murgoitio, Jim & Lea, Meridian
Musser, Beth, Boise
Myers, Felicity N., Boise

Me
McBirney, Ruth C., Boise
McBirney, Robert & Frances,
Boise
McBoyle, John A., Grangeville
McCain, Warren E., Boise
McCarter, Donald C. & B. Kay,
Boise
McCarter, Joe & Mercedes, Boise
McCarthy, Joe & Helen, Boise
McClary, Mr. & Mrs. James D.,
Boise
McCormick, Mr. & Mrs. Eric S.,
Parma
McCreedy, Mr. & Mrs. C.
Thomas, Eagle
McDonald, Chad J. & Sally B.,
Pacoima, CA
McDonald, Roger L & Linda M.,
Beaverton-, OR
McGarvey, Mr. & Mrs. F.S.,
Boise
McGhee, Margaret & Earl, Boise
McGill, Joe & Eula L., Tucson,

McSwain, June, Arlington, VA

N
Nachiondo, Segundo & Anna,
Boise
Nally, James H. & Marjorie L.,
Boise
Neher, Mrs. E.B., Nampa
Neiman, Shelley M., Lewiston
Nelson, Bryce, Washington, D.C.
Nelson, Chris Paul & Tanya L.,
Caldwell
Nelson, Mr. & Mrs. L. Scott,
Boise
Nelson, Martin V. & Wanda M.,
Idaho City
Nemes, Julia, Calistoga, CA
Nerken, Albert, Brookville, NY
Newburn, Rob, Boise
Newell, Martha E., Sweet
Nichols, Paul L., Boise
Nick's Shoe Store, Boise
Nolan, Frank & Beth, Boise
Nolan, Fred W., Eagle
Nordling, Mr. & Mrs. David L.,
Boise
Norquist, Galen, Jean, & Steve,
Boise
Norquist, Roy, Boise
Nuxoll, Philip J., Lewiston
Nuxoll, Richard F., Greencreek

AZ
McGowen, Tommy & Monya,
-Boise
McGuire, Patrick K., Boise
McLeod, Adelaide. Boise
McMurren, William & Carlyn,
Boise
McNichols, Ray, Boise

0
Obee, D.J. & Doli S., Boise
O'Connell, Hazel, Boise
O'Connor, Robert & Jean, Boise
Odmark, Judith Colpitts, Boise
O'Donnell, James P., Eagle

Q
Quinlan, James P. & Dorothy J.,
Riggins
Quinn Robbins Co., Inc., Boise
Quong, Bill & Lorice, Eagle

Four of nine charter members of the Chaffee Associates
gathered for the first meeting of the association at a lun
cheon hosted by Dr. John Keiser. Aboue, from left, are Mrs.
Lois Chaffee, Fred P. Thompson, Jr., E.L. Sulliuan, Dr.
Eugene Chaffee (seated), Dr. John H. Keiser, Joseph L.
Parkinson and Mrs. Gladys Langroise.

Reynolds, Anne & Tom, Eugene,
OR
Reynolds, George R. & Jewel,
Boise
Rice, Bertha, Payette
Rice, Evelyne, Pocatello
Rice, L.J. & Donalda N., Buhl
Richards, Gomer & Joan, Kearny,

AZ

CHAFFEE ASSOCIATES
CHARTER MEMBERS
Fred?. Thompson, Jr., Boise
Mrs. Gladys Langroise, Boise (Lifetime Member)
E.L. Sullivan, Boise
John Eliorriaga, Portland, OR
Joseph L. Parkinson, Boise
Ore-Ida Foods, Inc., Boise
James D. McClary, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. H. Ferd Koch, Boise
Mr. & Mrs. William Irvin, Boise
Those wishing further information concerning the Eugene
B. Chaffee Associates may contact:
The Eugene B. Chaffee Associates
Boise State University Foundation, Inc.
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725

(208) 385-3276

Oldenberg, Barbara, Boise
Olstad, Roger & Constance,
Seattle, WA
Oppenheimer, Arthur & Jane,
Boise
Ore-Ida Foods, Inc., Boise
Oriol, William E. & Patricia G.,
Silver" Spring, MD
Osborne, Mr. & Mrs. F.E., Boise
Otness, Clara & Ralph, Seattle,
WA
Otremviak, James & Rina,
Juliaetta
Ourada, Dr. Patricia K., Boise
Overgaard, Dr. Willard M. &
Lucia C., Boise
Owen, Horace R. & Edna W.,
Preston
Owyhee School Faculty, Boise

p
Pape, Donald L., D.D.S., Boise
Pappas, Mrs. Helen, Declo
Park, Annette M. & Lonnie, Boise
Park, W. Anthony, Boise
Parker, Robert B. & Betty J.,
Boise
Parkinson, Dr. & Mrs. E.D., Boise
Parkinson, Joseph L., Boise
Patrick, Jean & Pat, Boise
Pavesic, Max & Katherine, Boise
Payne, Bill F. & Linda S., Boise
Payne, Roy, Caldwell
Pearlman, Carl K. & Agnes, Santa
Ana, CA
Pearson, Lyle, Boise
Peavey, Arthur F., Boise
Pedersen, Mr. & Mrs. Robert K.,
Boise

Pederson, Derward & Willa,
Mountain Home
Peebler, Hugh & Sue, Horseshoe
Bend
Pell, Katherine D., Boise
Peluso, Mr. & Mrs. Frank, East
Whittier, CA
Penner, June R., Boise
Perkins, Lee & Kay, Boise
Perron, Donald G., Boise
Peterson, Avery F., Boise
Peterson, Dean A., Rexburg
Peterson, J. Reed & Anne, Boise
Peterson, Jack G., Eagle
Peterson, Vernon & Verla,
Genesee
Peterson, Wayne E., Boise
Petre, Mr. & Mrs. R. Byron, Boise
Phillips, Mr. & Mrs. Wendell,
Boise
Pierpont, Mrs. Carol W., Boise
Pirrong, Dr Gordon, Boise
Pitman, C. Harvey & Eleanor R.,
Boise
Porter, Mike & Marcia, Arco
Potter, Grace L., Seattle, WA
Powell, Arol & Grace, Seattle,
WA
Power Engineers Incorporated,
Hailey
Power, Camille B., Boise
Price, A.F., Bellevue, WA
Price, Harry, Salt Lake City, UT
Price, Vaughn A. & Polly M.,
Boise
Priest, Mr. & Mrs. John D., Boise
Proctor, Mr. & Mrs. Vayne, Boise
Provident Federal Savings & Loan
Assn., Boise
Pruett, Alice P., Boulder, CO
Pruitt, Thomas A., Hagerman

Richardson, George & Phyllis,
Boise
Riche, Craig G. & Debra L., Boise
Rietze, Mr. & Mrs. R.B., Boise
Riggers, Keith & Marjean, Asotin,
WA
Riley, Mr. & Mrs. Don, Boise
Roberts, Leona B., Boise
Roberts, Lillie, Arco
Roberts, Mrs. Philip M., Boise
Robertson, David S. & Carole A.,
Molalla, OR
Robertson, Edith C., Kimberly
Robertson, Genevieve, Boise
Robinson, Mr. & Mrs. Joe, Jr.,
Boise
Robinson, Mr. & Mrs. Mark A.,
Boise
Robinson, Terrie L., Boise
Roehr, Wesley 0. & Rosehe,
Payette
Rogers, Ralph & Joe, Boise
Roos, Gerald J. & Nancy B.,
Boise
Roper, Mrs. Elmo, West Redding,
CT
Rosen, Harold, Longmeadow, MA
Rosenbaum, Eward, Atherton,
CA
Rosenheim, Dr. & Mrs. Gustav
E., Boise
Rosenwald, Mr. & Mrs. William,
New York, NY
Rosera, Lawrence & Virginia,
Boise
Rossow, Hal D., Meridian
Runner, Herbert W. & Sally,
Boise
Runyan, Kenneth & Jane, Boise
Russell, Mrs. Eva, Idaho Falls
Russell, Robert, Miami, FL
Rutledge, Ann, Portland, OR
Rutledge, Mr. & Mrs. C.V., Boise
Ryan, Joseph C., Twin Falls

s
Safari Motor Inn, Boise
Sage, Erwin C. & Katherine M.,
Nampa
St. Alphonsus Radiology Group,
Boise
St. Paul's Catholic Center, Boise
Samples, Bob, Cheryl, & Stice,
Boulder, CO
Sandner, Mrs. Eleanor J., Boise
Sarlat, Mr. & Mrs. Kal, Boise
Sarver, Mr. & Mrs. Jack J.,
Tucson, AZ
Schmidt, Linda, Boise
Schwarz, Frederick A.O., Jr.,
New York, NY
Schwarz, Richard A., Idaho Falls
Schweizer, Mr. & Mrs. Chas W.,
Boise
Scifres, William J. & Fern, Boise
Scott, Roy D. & Gladys E., Priest
River
Seafirst Foundation, Seattle, WA
Seitz, Mary Ann, Boise
Sessions, John 0. & Alice P.,
Driggs
Shadow Valley Golf Course,
Boise
Shambaugh, Guy & Helen, Boise

1 I
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Shannon, Dr. Patrick & Kathy,
Boise
Shapiro, Arthur, New York, NY
Shaver, Carl H , Boise
Shaver, Dennis G. & Kathy, Boise
Shawver, Chet L., Boise
Sherwood, Keith & Joy, Boise
Shinn, Juneau H., Twin Falls
Shotwell's Inc., Twin Falls
Shuler, John & Marilyn, Bo1se
Sieroty, Alan, Los Angeles, CA
Sigmund, Mr. Julius H , Boise
Silva, Ron G., Boise
Silverman, Mrs. Frances G., La
Habra, CA
Simeroth, Mr. & Mrs. Craig, La
Habra, CA
Simmons, C.D., Grace
Simon, Herbert & Evelyn, Nampa
Simons, Mrs. E.T., Boise
S1mplot,Scott R., Boise
Simpson, Larry G., Chicago, IL
Sinclair, Mr. & Mrs. James A.,
Twm Falls
Sirhall, Lawrence & Emma Lucy,
Boise
Skillern, Vera C., Bo1se
Skirmants, Alexandra, Boise
Slick's Pneumatic Control
Service, Boise
Small, Albert H., Bethesda, MD
Small, Dr. & Mrs. Melvin D. •
Mclean, VA
Sm1th, Charles E., Arlington, VA
Smith, Genevieve, Boise
Smith, Gilbert & lone, Twin Falls
Sm1th, Dr. & Mrs. James W.,
Boise
Smith, John P., Bellevue, WA
Smith, Ken, Boise
Smith, Loyce, Boise
Smith, Lyle H., Boise
Smith, Mr. & Mrs. Matt, Twin
Falls
Sm1th, Richard B., Bo1se
Smith, Richard R. & Jennie H.,
Salmon
Smith, Mr. & Mrs. Robert F .•
Boise
Smith, William S & Julia, Boise
Sm1th, Zeta B., Blackfoot
Smyth, Dr. & Mrs. Kenneth D.,
Boise
Snediker, Tom, BOise
Sobotta, Bob & Loretta, Lapwai
Sommer, Adolph, Sarasota, FL
Speer, Ward H. & DorothyS .•
Boise
Spencer, Mr . & Mrs. L.N. Bo1se
Sproat, Owen & Bernice, Boise
Stapleton, Marguerite & Dean,
Coeur d'Alene
Stark, Lloyd, Jean, Jay, & Gale,
Boise
Starhne Equipment Co., Boise
Steele, James A., Boise
Steelsmith, E.M.,Sr., Boise
Stein. Wanek R. Bo1se
Steinberg, Jack, Chicago, IL
Stenger, Lloyd & Edna, Boise
Sterhng, John & Lunn, Boise

TOTAL DONATIONS EXCEED $1.3 MILLION MARK
Total donations to Boise State University through the BSU Foundation, BSU Alumni Association, Morrison Center,and
Fundsy, 1982, exceeded the $1.3 million mark in FY 198 1-82.This figure also includes contributions and gifts-in-kind which were
made directly to the University.
Donations to the University (including gifts-in-kind) ....................................................... $359,499
Morrison Center Contributions ........................................................................ $352,948
BSU Alumni Association Dues
$ 12,822
Boise State University Foundation ...................................................................... $278,6 34
1982 Fundsy (to be used for Morrison Center) ........................................................... $325,000
.
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Stettler, Bruce & Marcile, Boise
Stoddard, Mr. & Mrs. E.M., BOise
Stoops, Richard, Woodland, WA
Stratton, Catherine, Boise
Stratton, Ronald & Karen, Boise
Strawn, Loren G.,Seattle, WA
Strochlitz,Sigmund, New
London, CT
Stuart, E. Hadley, Jr., Bellevue
Studer, John E. & Elearnor J.,
Bo1se
Sullivan, E.L., Boise
Sullivan, James & Willa, Bo1se
SurgiCal Assoc1ates, P.A , Botse
Sutherland, Douglas, Boise
Sutherland, Roy & Mary, Boise
Sweeney, Michael R., Boise

During its 50th Anniversary year. Boise State University is
honoring former U.S. Senators Len B. Jordan and Frank
Church by beginning endowments in their names.
Both endowments were started, said BSU President John
Keiser, to "honor the integrity, independence, and devotion
that has distinguished the careers of these two men who
have dedicated their lives to public service.
"The impact of the endowments will be felt by the entire
state as our st�dents move into positions of leadership in
public service and private enterprise," he added.
Frank Church served in the U.S. Senate for 24 years and
was chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
for two years. He currently practices international law in
Washington, D.C.
Len Jordan was elected governor of Idaho in 1950 and
later served in the U.S. Senate between 1962-7 3. He and his
wife Grace received the BSU President's Award for Life and
Letters last fall. They live in Boise.
The Boise State University Foundation has received
almost $60,000 in funds for the Church endowment through
mailings which began last fall, while the Jordan endowment
program which began last spring has approximately $30,000.
The goal of the Church program is to endow a teaching
position in public affairs. which would require about
$350,000. Until the full amount is raised, the Church
endowment will be used to fund a lecture �r\es that will
bring to BSU some of the nation's top government officials
and political figures for talks on current issues.

------

.

Total ..................... $1,328,90 3
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Sweet Adelines ·Treasure Valley
Chapter, Boise
Swenson, Charles & Kay,
Genesee
Swingle, Paul & Margaret, Boise
Syde, Saul H. & Bessi D ,
Tucson, AZ

T
Tate, Marjorie D., Boise
Tate, Pat & Barbara, Bo1se
Taubman, A. Alfred, Troy, Ml
Taxin, John. Philadelphia, PA
Taylor, Dr. & Mrs. AI, Pocatello
Taylor, Dr. DavidS. & Beverly
C., Boise

Te1lmann, Harry A., Enterprise,
OR
Tennywn Transfer &Storage,
Inc., Boise
Tenzer, Michael L., Los Angeles,
CA
The Terteling Company, Inc.,
Boise
Thiessen, Blanche, Lewiston
Thomas, Eugene C., Boise
Thomas, Minnie, Boise
Thometz, Mr. & Mrs. Mike, Jr.,
Boise
Thompson, Fred P., Jr., Boise
Thompson, Leonard 0. & Arlene
R., Boise
Thompson, Tobe K. & Jance M.,
Meridian

ENDOWMENTS STARTED FOR CHURCH, JORDAN

12

.

The Idaho phases of the fund-raising drive began Jan. 28
when Church visited BSU and gave the first speech in the
lecture series on uwar or Peace: The American Role."
A committee has been appointed to direct the Church
Chair fund drive. The committee includes Governor Averell
Harriman, national chairman, and Mrs. Velma Morrison,
Idaho chairman.
Other Idaho committee members include Stanley Burns,
Carl Burke, Bruce Bowler, Arthur Oppenheimer, Sam
Crossland, Fred Norman, George Klein, Helen DeRenzo
and Ann Terteling Sparks, Boise; Joe McCarter, Boise and
Corral; Cy Chase, St. Maries; Ray Rigby, Rexburg; and
Mary Lou Reed, Coeur d'Alene.
The Len B. Jordan Endowment for Economic Studies will
be used to sponsor lectures, scholarships, and eventually an
endowed chair for economics, a field J<;>rdan says that needs
to attract more students because it is so important to the
future of the nation.
Boisean William Campbell, a long-time friend of the Jor
dans, leads the campaign. Others serving on the Jordan
Endowment Committee are Warren H. Brown, Earl F
Chandler, Kathleen W. Gurnsey, Edward E. Hedges, J.
Richard Jordan, Edith Miller Klein, H. Ferd Koch, David H.
Leroy, James D. McClary and Charles M. Newhouse, .lr.
Contributions to either endowment can be made through
the Boise State University Foundation, 19 10 University
Drive, Boise, ID 8 3725, phone (208) 385·3276.

Thoreson, H. Theodore, M.D .,
Boise
Thornton, Mr. & Mrs. Victor L.,
Boise
Timm, Mrs. Harold, Nampa
Todd, Hoyt H. & Laurel, La
Habra, CA
Todhunter, Mrs. Jean E., Hailey
Toedtemeier, Pamela L &
William D., Boise
Tolin, Gary & Jacqui, BoiSe
Tomazich, Mr. & Mrs. Joe F.,
PocateUo
Tompkins, James W. & Charlotte
B., Boise
Totorica, R1chard, Boise
Trail, James M., Boise
Travil, Mr. & Mrs. Wayne 1.,
Boise
The Tri-Delta Bridge Club, Boise
Trueblood, Ted & Ellen, Nampa
Trull, Fern C., Weiser
Trus Joist Corporation, Boise
Tucker, A.W., Clarkston, WA
Tucker, Ernest & Martha, Ft.
Myers, FL
Tully, Mrs. Joan, La Habra, CA
Turman, John L., Cleburne, TX
Twilegar, Ron J. & Elizabeth C.,
Boise
Tydings, Joseph D., Washmgton,
D.C
Tyler, Robert M , Jr., Boise

u

Ungerer, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph C.,
Eagle
Union Pacific Foundation, New
York, NY
United Pacific Reliance Insurance
Companies, Federal Way, WA

v

University of Idaho. Moscow

Vance, DavidS & Betty J., Boise
Vandenburg, Mr. & Mrs. Richard
S., Bo1se
Van Patten, Wilda J , Boase
Varet, Elizabeth R. & Michael A.,
New York, NY
Verhei, Mr. & Mrs. V.A ,Sagle
Vernon, Harry S & Jessica M.,
Bo1se
Vevig, Jerry, Boise
Viehweg, Russel F , BoiSe
Vincent, Leslie M., Boise
Vogel, Charles, Nampa

�!=.

======= ��1
Vycital, Dr. & Mrs. Richard 0.,
Boise

HIGHLIGHTS

w

Wagner, Mr. & Mrs. John F.,
Dearborn, MI
Wahl, Nellie L., St. Anthony
Wahrenbrock, Howard E.,
Mclean, VA
Waigand, Ben H., Nampa
Waldram, Thomas G., Hayden
Lake
Walker, Diane Louise, Moscow
Walker, Robert D. & Karin A.,
Encinitas, CA
Wallace, Irving & Sylvia, Los
Angeles, CA
Wallace-Murray Foundation, New
York, NY
Walston, Mr. & Mrs. Loren R.,
Boise
Walters, Paula, Boise
Walters, Theodore A., Boise
Wanamaker, Robert F. & Shirley
E., Winlock, WA
Wardle,I.J., Boise
Ware, Mr. & Mrs. James E.,
Boise
Warr, Harry G., Boise
Watts, Otha E. & Helen R.,
Nampa
Weast, Donna F., Boise
Weinstein, Will K., Ketchum
Welch, Neal & Ann, Boise
Wennstrom, W.J. & Betty, Boise
West, Tom & Frances, Boise
Western Electric Fund, New
York, NY

Twenty-nine new endowment funds were started
this year through the Boise State University Founda
tion, bringing the total in the Foundation to fifty.
Three endowed chairs programs were begun, the
Len B. Jordan Endowment for Economic Studies, the
Frank Church Chair for Public Affairs and an endowed
chair in the School of Health Sciences.
With the State Board of Education approved fund
transfer from the University totaling $520,863, 14 new
scholarship funds, one loan fund and an endowed fund
for the BSU Library were added.
The Foundation also retained the services of
Accounting Systems, LTO. of Boise to help provide a
computerized accounting system for the Foundation's
funds.
New endowment funds to the Foundation include:
Chaffee Associates, unrestricted; School of Arts and
Sciences: Edward P. Cooper, Construction Manage
ment; Helen Moore, English; A.J. Gaige, Engineering;

Lucille Lippincott, Music Education; School of Busi
ness: Len B. Jordan, Economic Studies; Jacob Ullman,
Marketing;"Bnd Peter K. Wil�on, Management.
The addition of the J.C. Jordan Endowment brings
the total endowment funds in the Bronco Athletic
Association to five. The School of Education attained
four new endowments: Jerry Tucker, Environmental
Education; Helen Westfall, women majoring in Physical
Education; and Robert F. Jones and Floribell
Williams, Education. This brings the School of Educa
tion endowed scholarships to six.
The largest growth area for the BSUF in terms of
number of endowments was in the general scholarship
area. Ten new funds (seven transferred) were added to
bring the total to 11. These include Billy Barnes, Ber
tha Schooler, Vincent Aguirre, Virginia Baird, Bessy
Elfring, Edna M. Jones, Aurora Perry, Clyde Potter
and the University Club/ Alumni Scholarship.
Three new loan funds wer� added bringing the
endowed funds to five-Columbian Club, M.L. and
Emma Horsley and the Hattie Gessner-Mildred Cecil.
The Victor Thorsell fund was the first endowment for
use by the BSU Library.

·

Western Regional Environmental
Education Council, Inc.,
Nampa
Western Steel Manufacturing Co.,
Boise
Westfall, Mr. & Mrs. Harry,
Weiser
Weston, Betty, Boise
Wetherell, Mike, Boise
Wharry, Clareen, Boise
Wheatley, Bernice Croft & Earl

E., Seattle.
Wheelock, Fran B., Boise
Whipple, Mr. & Mrs. Sumner,
Boise
White, Connie, Boise
White, Lottie M., Boise
Wickberg, Juliette M., Boise
Wilbur, Mr. & Mrs. Lyman D.,
Boise
Wildman, Mary Jane, Sparks, NV
Wilhelm, Mr. & Mrs. Eugene M.,
Boise
Wilkins, Mr. & Mrs. Meader,
Boise
Wilkins, Mr. & Mrs. William,
Nampa
Williams, George & Lois, Boise

Williams, J.D., Preston
Williams, John J., Millsboro, DE
Wilson, Benedicta A., Boise
Wilson, Stella H., Buhl
Wilson, Vernon H., Freehold, NJ
Winans, Mr. & Mrs. R.M., Boise
Winn, Mr. & Mrs. Charles L., Jr.,
Boise
Wisdom, Patricia A., Ridgecrest,
CA
Woldenberg, Malcolm, New
Orleans, LA

Woolley, Bill & Virginia, Boise
Woozley, lona & Edward J., Long
Beach, CA
Wright, E. Angeline, Twin Falls
Wright, Elva H., Hagerman
Wright-Leasure Investments,
Boise
Wysowatcky, Andrew, Berthoud,

Wolfe, George V., Caldwell
Woodhead, Mr. & Mrs. R.K.,
Boise
Woodruff, Donald G., Idaho Falls
Woodworth, Rebecca, Boise

Xi Alpha Eta Sorority, Payette

co

X

y
Yoder, Amos, Moscow
Yost, Max & Kathryn, Boise
Young, Lois R., Montrose, CO
Young, Merlin S., Boise
Young, Norman D. & Clare 1.,
Boise
Young, Patricia G., Idaho City
Young, Tom & Barbara, Kuna
Youngstrom, C.O. & Elizabeth,
Boise

z

Zink, M.E. & Luella L., Boise
Zior, Phyllis D., Boise

-Business leaders can actively pursue a continu

ing education program, additing political expertise

Peter Johnson

to their technical, human and conceptual skills.

-Business leaders should prepare, either formally

returns to BSU

or informally, a list of the societal goals, both present

and future, that touch their businesses.

on Alumni Day

"American business has led the world in establish

ing successful patterns of economic development,"

johnson said. "American private enterprise can con

Peter Johnson, chief executive of the Bonneville

tinue to lead by forging new, cooperative relation

Power Admlnlstralton, Is a former executive-In

ships with the public and with government."

residence at BSU and Is a member of the School of
Business Advisory Board. He returned to the campu1

Library renovation
provides more room

during Business Alumni Day Oct. 22 as part of the
School of Business Distinguished Speakers Series. His
topic was the "Critical Need for Expanded Skills In
Business Leadership."

"Pardon Our Dust and Noise" signs joined the

"Quiet Please" signs at the Boise State librarv in

Business leaders need to develop broad political

competent players in the governmental process, the

October as workers began a monthlong renovation
project in the building.

tion said at Boise State last month.

entrance and circulation desk, expanded microfilm

cates have opposed the tremendous growth of the

areas.

sary in the marketplace. The bureaucrat is seen as

we're giving," associate librarian Ralph Hansen said.

skills and consider public needs to become more

The S35,000 project includes a redesigned front

chief executive of the Bonneville Power Administra

and reference rooms and new carpeting in high use

"In the last decade, some free enterprise advo

"We're providing more space for the services

public sector, denouncing government as an adver

To provide easier access for patrons, entrance and

'pac man, busily gobbling up business freedoms in a
'

exit gates at the front of the library have been shifted

maze of legislative restrictions," BPA administrator

away from the circulation desk and card catalogues

Peter johnson said.

have been relocated.

"After managing both private and public sector

enterprises, I am convinced that today's business

professional does not need to learn to play govern

Peter Johnson

lies. He can influence political reaction through his

The circulation desk itself has been expanded and

now will handle regular and reserved materials,

ment 'pac man' to be effective."

direct education of the public.

eliminating the need for two sets of circulation

in Business Leadership," johnson cited BPA suc
cesses and failures to illustrate the interaction of

address laws as they are spawned by contemporary

A major part of the renovation is expansion of the
microfilm section to make room for the microfiche

Speaking on the "Critical Need for Expanded Skills

business and government.

"The policymaker must listen to all points of view,

but he must be able to balance political and other

considerations. He must make a sound business
choice within the "context of political realities,

"It's not enough that the business executive

public concerns. Business persons should be alert to
changes in values and transitions in public mood and

machine previously housed on the fourth floor. Space

Private enterprises and institutions of higher learn
ing can help increase· the skills and political aware

desks for library workers.

expectations before they take shape into law."

ness of American business, johnson said. He offered

the specific goals of his organization," johnson said.

the following suggestions:
-Both undergraduate and graduate business

said, is making decisions today in anticipation of the

include courses in government and the political

attempting to (actor in social values and needs with

The essence of leadership in the private sector, he

future.

"Not only must an executive be sensitive to politi

cal reactions as he makes his decisions, but he must
also be an educator or a communicator with his pub-

workers, Hansen said.

school core curriculums could be expanded to

has been cleared at the back of the room for a sink

and fume hood for the microfiche machine and for
Another improvement is construction of a new

room to house the inter-library loan section, now

located in the reference room. In addition, new car
peting is being installed in some areas where old
carpeting has become frayed and hazardous to

process.

library patrons.

period in government service.

1983 budget from special university maintenance
funds encumbered in FY 1982.

-Persons seeking careers in business leadership
could plan to include in their c¥eer development a

Money for the project was carried 9ver to the FY
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Rave reviews
Pavilion fills up

By Unda Funaiole
BSU News Service

said. "They realize what Dexter King can do, but my
reputation needs to be transferred to the building,

Although the BSU Pavilion has not "arrived" yet, it
has begun to build a reputation in the entertainment
industry and among Idahoans.
"Everyone-from Billy Graham's people to the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir to the Beach Boys' man
agement to the (Barry) Manilow people-has just
raved over the facility," Pavilion Director Dexter
King said in an interview with FOCUS.

"There are some things that I, from a crowd man
agement standpoint, would change, but at the same
time, the architects did their homework much more
so than they have in a lot of other facilities," he said.
The S 17.5 million, multi-purpose facility opened at
commencement May 16 and was dedicated by BSU
President Keiser Sept. 24 during the uniIn the Pavilion's short history, 232,000 people
have passed through its doors for concerts starring
Kenny Rogers, Barry Manilow, Heart, REO Speed
wagon, Peter, Paul and Mary, the Beach Boys, and
other attractions like evangelist Billy Graham, come
dian Bob Hope. the U.S. Marine Band, the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir and professional basketball teams,
the Seattle Sonics and the Portland Trailblazers.

·

"I think as the variety continues to build, the
expectation level of the community, of what can
happen, what can he better now, will build," King
said. "We could turn around and do a Billy Joel or an
Alabama or a journey or something like that. The
expectation level is enhanced by what we've already
done. It's been like a stairstep."
King said it's difif cult to say which events were the
most successful, because of the variety.
Lining up a big name acts initially was tough,
because Boise hardly qualifies as a "A" market in the
industry. When the Pavilion first opened, King spent
much of his timt: calling promoters or sending out
information to advertise the facility. These days,
promoters call him as much as he calls them.
A f(>rmcr director of the Mabee Center Arena at
Oral Rohcrts llnivcrsity in Oklahoma, King has been
able to usc acquaintances in the entertainmcnt husi
ncss to some: c:xtcnt.
"I know a numhc:r of agents that come through
hc:re. so my managc:mcnt's not new to them," he

14

King said the facility is self-supporting and is mak

because the building's what's represented in the

ing a profit. All but two shows, which he would not

industry, not Dexter King."

name, have made money.

Consequently, he said, the food that is served to

BSU makes 15 percent off every show in the Pavil

the stars, the way the popcorn is popped, the way

ion. The money goes into the university's general

the ushers treat patrons and the way security officers

fund account.

deal with crowds all are important in bolstering the
Pavilion's image.
King said he considers a number of variables in
determining which acts lo bring to Boise.
"I don't know that you can say there's a real
science to it. You've got to first of all look at what's
available in the area, in the region. What's traveling
and what performances are reasonable that aren't
traveling but can still make the dates," he said.
"Obviously, if you can get someone to swing in

versity's Founders' Week celebration.

opened.

here on tour, you're going to possibly get a reduced
rate on the cost of the production, as opposed to
someone that's just coming in just to do Boise."
Another consideration is what events already are
scheduled in Boise and in the Pavilion.
"I'm not going to bring in a country and western
show on top of another one. They'll kill each other,
and promoters are not going to do that,''· King said.
"So, it's up to me to not only protect those dates of
like events with a period spread of time, but also to
avoid saturating the market with any one given act.
We want to run a nice mixture through here."
King said everything he has done so far has been
experimental, because no one knew what to expect
of the Boise maket. "We're still learning. We're still
changing patterns," he said.
One pattern that has changed is the way Boiseans
buy tickets to performances at the Pavilion. In the
facility's early days, patrons bought tickets to events

30 days in advance. Now there's been a shift to wait
ing until the last minute to buy tickets.
Pavilion managers prefer advance tickets sales so
they can determine how much money to spend to
advertise shows, King said.
So far, ht.· said, patrons have not complained about
ticket prices, which are comparable to prices
charged for events in Boise before the Pavilion

The university made S 12,000 from the Bob Hope
show, which made gross profits of $65,000.
Despite the Pavilion's success, there still are some
"bugs" to be worked out in the system, King said,
adding, "We have not arrived by a long shot, but
there's only so much we can do at any one given
time period with the amount of personnel we have
and the limited time."
Work is continuing on improvements to the sound
system and on better procedures for the laying of
portable basketball courts, on crowd flow and con
trol, on better methods of programming computers
and on other physical and technical problems.
One change that should eliminate some inconven
ience to the public is the installation of a computer
ized ticket system, scheduled to be in operation by
March. The system will consist of a main terminal at
the Pavilion and smaller computers and printers at
nine ticket outlets in Boise, Mountain Home, Twin
Falls and Ontario, Oregon. The system will allow
patrons to choose the best seats available from any
ticket outlet.
While response to the Pavilion generally has been
favorable, some patrons have complained that secur
ity measures taken to control rowdiness at concerts
are tougher than measures at other events.
"Our policies are very consistent, but the patrons
that come in vary in age, from young to old, and
obviously they each have different ideas of authority
and respect for authority," King said.
"Consequently, it appears that we may be taking
too firm of a hand for some of the shows, but all
we're trying to do is guarantee that the majority of
the patrons that are there can enjoy themselves for
years to come and that we can continue to do events
of that nature."

Beat the odds
Directory gives employment tips
High technology
education affects
nation's economy

Employer directory helps open doors for jobs
A directory of Boise-area employers published by
the BSU Career Planning and Placement office is
rapidly on its way to becoming a best-seller.
The "Greater Boise Employer Directory," now in
its third edition, is a practical guide to employers,
resumes, interviews and job-hunting strategy. It se�ls
for S7.50 for the general public and for S5 for those
registered with the placement office.
The purpose of the directory is to he::lp people
"beat the odds" in their pursuit of jobs, Richard
Rapp, director of Career Planning and Placement,
said.
"What we're finding is that employers are not pub
licizing job openings simply because they don't want
to be flooded with applicants," he said.
"I think that people are going to have to do more
pounding on doors to find those few openings that
are out there and this directory he::lps them find out
where those doors are."
The directory provides a list of about 200 poten
tial employers in the Boise area. Listings include the
address and telephone number of the firm, the name
of a contact person, the type of business, career spe
cialties and the kinds of applications accepted.
Career specialities are listed alphabetically at the
back of the directory, along with the names of firms
that hire in particular fields.
This year, a new section on job-hunting has been
added. The section, written by Rapp, gives tips on
writing resumes and letters of application, interview
ing and following up on interviews.

The first year the directory was published, 400
copies were given away free. Last year, the place
ment office began charging for the booklet. Even so,
400 copies were sold. This year, the office is selling
three to four copies a day.
"We've never really publicized it and it's almost
become a best-seller," Rapp said, adding that copies
have been sold to students, alumni, Idahoans and
out-of-st�ters.
To get information for the directory, Rapp's office
surveyed more than 800 firms in the Boise area.
Some firms failed to respond and others were elimi
nated from the list because they didn't provide the
kinds of jobs students typically seek.
In his 13 years as a career planner, Rapp has dis
covered that most people do a poor job hunting for
work.

"They fill out applications and they wind up not
being very successful because they don't understand
how to sell themselves and they are not targeting the
right employers," he said.
"It isn't enough just to have a list of employers.
People really need to know something about them
selves. They need to do some self-assessing before
they start job-hunting, in terms of knowing really
what are their qualifications and what are the things
they have to offer an employer. Ironically, they even
need to know what they want."
Job seekers should analyze their short and long
term goals, the kind of environment they want to
work in and their criteria for a good job. They also
should research the potential employer.
"They just kind of wander in and apply. They
aren't able to come in and say these are the kinds of
qualifications I have that I think you can use. They
may apply to the right company for the wrong rea
son that will keep them from being employed," Rapp
said.
In addition to the directory, the placement office
provides individual counseling, job search seminars,
vacancy listings, resume assistance, on-campus inter
views and job information materials.
About 1,000 people a year seek he::l p from the
office. The majority are graduating seniors, but the
number of alumni seeking help has increased, Rapp
said.
On-campus interviews are scheduled throughout
the school year, with October being the busiest
month.
"Our experience is that we are getting, so far, the
same number as we had last year, but each recruiter
is anticipating fewer hires," Rapp said.
The greatest decline has been in the number of
job listings from employers who don't recruit on
campus but do provide information on openings. In
the past two years, the number of job listings has
decreased by 75 percent.
On the whole, graduates have been sucn:ssful in
finding jobs, although they may be taking jobs they
wouldn't have considered in better economic times,
Rapp said.
"What's happening is college graduates are getting
the jobs that went in the past to people without
degrees," he said. "It's more of a problem of under
employment of college graduates than of
unemployment."

Vocational-technical education will have a major
role to play in changing the nation's economic pro
file Dr. Dan Dunham told employers and educators
gathered at BSU for a conference on the impact of
high technology on business, industry, and education
here last month.
Dunham is the associate director of the National
Center for Research in Vocational Education at Ohio
State University. He addressed members of the BSU
Vocational-Technical School faculty, advisory council
members, and area business and industry leaders.
Vocational-technical educators will have to partic
ipate in educational entrepreneurship, using their
training to make their schools profitable, he said.
"We should actually go out and recruit business
from private industry to make a profit, and re-invest
that profit in equipment, laboratories and salaries,"
he said.
"This will create a new partnership with active
interdependency between vocational-technical edu
cation and its client, the employer," he said.
"Local, state and national vocational-technical
education is going through some frustrations we've
never felt before. We seem to have a strong reluc
tance to change, but we need a good balance of
education for tomorrow's technology.
"We've got to be able to drop some things we
don't need anymore and improve what we have that
is important. We've got to deal with those areas of
training that arc changing rapidly," he said.
An improved economic future, Dunham said, will
encompass:
-A good understanding of the relationship between
productivity, time, physical and natural resources,
money, information and people.
-Home and family environment,
-Workplace environment, including human relations and physical surroundings,
-Equipment and facilities,
-Vocational-technical education and training.
"We've got to have programs which teach the
skills most sought after by employers-reading, writ
ing, computing, getting along with others and get
ting to work on time," Dunham said.
"We must also emphasize the fourth and fifth 'r's,
responsibility and resume-going to work already
having had on-the-job experience," he emphasized.

$5,000 gift funds
vocal scholarship
for women singers
A S5,000 endowment to BSU for a vocal music
scholarship in the name of the late Martha S. Reese
has been donated to BSU by her daughter Mrs.
Arthur E. Reddig.
The annual scholarship for S 1 ,000 to a BSU
woman majoring in voice has also been donated for
the past three years to BSU by Mrs. Reddig.
According to Reddig, her mother, then Martha
Schiffmann, was a very well known singer in Salt
Lake City, Utah, prior to her marriage to Boise build
ing contractor George Reese.
Known for her high soprano voice, Reese sang the
title role in a University of Utah production of Puc
cini's opera Madame Butterfly.
She also performed with the Utah band as it
played at military send-offs during World War I, and
received many letters of appreciation from enthralled
servicemen, Reddig said.
Reese, who died four years ago at age 93, per
formed at many Treasure Valley events such as wed
dings, funerals and Methodist church Christmas can
tatas while playing here, Reddig sai�.
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The golden years
Travel, tennis, time
ALUMNI�������
Environment."

hig happy family," Ohce said.

H� t·onducted emironmc:ntal summ�r workshops
for tc:ach�rs at the Donn�llr ..f-H camp at Cascad�

"\\'� had faculty suppers and faculty squart· dan·

cc.:s. I had hcc.:n calling the.: dances at ont• of the local

Lake f(>r several years. and is still teaching "�1an and

cluhs. so I wa." drafted to do that here:.

His Environment" as a corrc:spondc:ncc: course

"I C\l'n taught square dancing. one: of the larga

through ,tht· University of Idaho

classt·s here.:. I had at least 1 S sets of squares with

S<:ic:ncc:s \md Health Division with the School of

th� I(>Othall squad. of all places.

\\1lilc: ,here:, Obc:c: was also the chairman of the

120 students, including a good rc:prcst•ntation trom

Arts and Sciences. The division was later c:liminatc:d.

"My wife and I used to go to all the school dances.

and he: returned to chair the: biology department.

Wt• enjoyed the fox trot and jitterbug days. hut lost

When Ohc:c: Gtmc: to BJC. his department was

interest when rock took over." Ohc.:c.: said.

housed on the second floor of th� Administration

"In those early days. we all wore: a varkty of hats."

Building where.: the: cashier's office is now located.

h� said. "I coached th� tennis team and the ski team.

"Our classes wc:rc.: fairly large.:. and we had the

hoth arc sports that I still enjoy. I play tennis 3--i

unusual situation of having the new staff outnumhc:r

timt·s a week, hut I'YC switched from downhill to

the: old." he.: said.

cross-country skiing," he said.

and larger lah sn·tions than they do now. The: nc:w

son Kent, who, at that time was stationed with tht·
U.S. Information Scn·icc: in Katmandu, the capital of

"Wt· had k�ture seating for up to I 00 students

Obt•t• inaugurated his rctir<:mcnt hy visiting his

Science Building laboratories wc:rc: purposely

designed t(>r not more than 2S students. whit� hack

l':c.:pal.

then we sometimes had as many as ..fO," he said.

Ht· and his wit<: Doli spent a month there trekking

In 19-i8, two temporary barracks huildings were

the.: Himalayas within 10 miles of the Tibetan hord<:r.

....·cn field to BJC, and Oht·c's
moved from <;m

Kent's job has also made it possible.: for the Ohcc.:s

department v.-.ts housed in one of them south of the

to visit him in East Mrica, where.: at Dar·Sal;tam on

Music Building in the area where the.: Liberal Arts

th� Indian Ocean. "We had a lovely time snorkeling."

Building now stands.

They also visited a numhc.:r of hig game national

The structures, Ohcc.: remc.:mhers, were about 20

parks, and spent Christmas. I 979. in Scrcngcti

ft wide by 80 ft. long.

National Game Rcfi.tgc:.

"We wcrl.' in that building 7·8 years. and we h�gan

Dr. Donald J. Obee

"Photography is a hobby of mine:," Ohce said. "hut

to wonder how temporary it was going to he," Ob�c

I nc.:v�r imagined I would he: able: to photograph so

laughed.

many wildc.:hc.:a.o;ts, zebras, impalas, elephants and

With no insulation and only a tar paper roof, the

By Jocelyn Fannin
BSU News Services

giraft<:s.

building had two temperatures-too hot in the:

"\X'e tra,·elc.:d in a Land Rover and were ahlc to

spring. summer. and fall, and much too cold in the

"After you've n :tirnl, you have time to do the

drive right up to a number of species. Lions during

winter, he said.

things you didn't get to do whik you w�re on th�

the daytime hours were well-fed and very docile. We

"It wasn't unusual to come to class on a winter

job."

Dr. Donald]. Ohee, emeritus professor of biology and

tormer �hairman of the BStJ bioiOh'Y departm�nt,

numbers among tl10se "things to do" tran:l, tennis,

could drive within ten feet of th�m. hut w� didn't

morning and tind that your aquarium had icc: in it.

get out," he laughed.

our third quarters in the Old Science Building," he

to Europe, and have taken the inland pa.-.sage route

"It was a great relief when in 1 954 we moved into

In the pa.o;t few years. the Ohces have also traveled

said.

reading. photography. fishing. cross-country skiing,

up the coast of Alaska to Skagit, where th�y took the

Ovtr his years herc,-thc: hiol� department

and hackpac.:king with his family.

That extensive list includes many interests that he

also cultivated whik lc.·ading his departm�nt ;md

t�aching class�s at Boise junior Coll�g�-8ois� Stat�
Colkge- BSll from 19-!6·76.
OhtT �arne to BJC as till' nt·w t'hairman of the

train over the famous White P..JSS route to Whitt·

c:volvc:d from a staff of 3 to 1 3 mcmhers, and Ohee

House in Canada's Yukon Territory.

which included enlargmcnt of its curriculum from

rendezvous with other memhc:rs of their family,

derived a great deal of satisfaction from its growth

Other expeditions have included hackpat·king

lower division credits only to a full-fledged hache·

where, with their son, daughter, Enid Cocke and

lor's degree.

their spous�s and four grandchildren hetwc.:c:n the

"In view of the: present financial crunch, though, I

bioloh'Y department in 1 946, "looking for a change

ages of I 0 and 13, they have hiked in Idaho's Saw

don't c:xpc:ct much further expansion in curriculum

of scenery," just as tht· G.l. Bill was bringing an

tooth Mountains. Last summer they all met to hike in

oft<:rings at BSU," Ohc.:c said. "We're going to he very

intlux of World War II n·tt·rans to the school.

He had just finisht·d his snenth yt·ar of teaching at

Colorado Colh:ge. Colorado Springs, after receh·ing

hachdor's and master's degret·s m botany and a do<.·
torate in plant pathoiOh'Y with a zooiOJ..'Y minor from

the l'ni\ l.'rsity of K;msas. Lawrence.

the Maroon Bells area near Aspen, Colorado, called

much in a holding pattern.

hy Ohc.:e "one of the most scenic areas in the Colo

"I do expect Boise State to continue to increase in

rado Rockies.

enrollment. due: both to the.: quality of education

"I did a lot of skiing, fishing, and hunting in my

here and the fan>rahlc geographic location the
school enjoys."

days at school too," Obce said.
"One thing I did then that I don't do now is hunt

employed with such agencies as the Idaho Fish and

fowl. I got tired of sitting in cold, damp hlinds. Then

Bureau of Ltnd Management. and others who arc

hunters.

Ohcc frequently runs across former students

··1 was looking at two opportunitil-s. one in a

n·search area at Colorado Statt·. and tht• tll'partment

ing. First I cut out the hig game: hunting, then water

Gamt· Dt·partmcnt. the li.S. Forest Scnicc and the

chairmanship and teaching position ht·re.

"I tll'cidt·d I'd rather hl.' a hig frog in a small pond

I finally gave up on upland game hirds-too many

practicing dentists, physicians and veterinarians.

than a littk frog in a hig pond. Ewn at that time. I

could see it was innitahk that the sd10ol's days as a
junior college Wl.'l'l' numhc.:red.

"In vit'w of the changes which took place here in
the follov. ing years. I'm en·n mort· pkasnl now than

I was then that I madt· the th:cision that I did. I was

"I still do a lot of fishing. I used to like to fish in

"TI1ey'vc done all right. Those: who went on to

local strt·ams, hut backpacking has spoiled me. The

prot<:ssional schools nC\'er had to apologize t<>r the

planters taste like cardhoard compared to fish from

hasic courst·s they took here:. We've received

the hack country.

numerous letters of testimony from them to that

"Even though I enjoyed every year of my t�aching

cft<:ct." he.: said.

and administration obligations. I've found that

"\X1ll.'n the Kort·an \X'ar Gtmc on. we lost a good

here f(>r the full spl.'ctrum of transf(>rmation to a

retirement is just as rewarding," Ohc.:� said.

many of our students. and those were realty tough

four-year school." he said.

Ohee taught hotany. systt·mic hotany. genetks and

zoolOJ..'Y whik here. and in 1971 imrodun·d a course
promptt·d hy tht:growing.national int.l'l'l'st in eco

"Its fringe benefits for me have included being

days f<>r thl.' school. a letdown trom the post-WW II

able to travel extensiwly and c.:njor the backpacking

days.

and cross-country skiing, fishing and tennis.

"lllcrt· was not much discomc:nt. though. just the

"Anoth�r hcndlt of retirement is catching up on

rncrst·. En·ryhody did their hcst to carry on und�r

logical and c:nvironmc:ntal issut·s. "�1an and His

th� prokssional reading that you never had tim� for

the: :td\'Crsc conditions. and wt· pulled together like a

when you were on the joh," he said .
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JOBS AND PROMOTIONS:

Maryanne L. Sima, (LPN.

Katheryn May Ooty, (Commun1cat1ons. '79). has
moved from Idaho to Colorado and

IS

manager

owner ol a ceramic wholesale-retail stud1o
Carol Thompaon Dawaon, (Educat1on.

40)

'

.

is

ing towards a degree m Ar•. She had been working
in the San Jose area as a pr�mary teacher and
read1ng specialist.

as a buyer lor Frednck lllelson Dept. Store 1n

Kohler, works lor

Frank B. Hall. an msurance broker 1n Seattle
Jim

Partdnaon became partner-in-charge of the
of Fox & Company, Cert1f1ed Public

Boise oH1ce

Accountants. Fox is the twelfth largest interna
tional public accounting l1rm.

stud1es

working as an est1mator lor the special projects
d1vision of The Bo1se Company

Carol Keogh·Lindaay, (MA. Early Childhood
Educ . '82). IS now employed as a teacher at the

grade teacher

at

Los Angeles. She has established her own 1ewelry
appraisal business 1n Bo1se. She Is a graduate

Army Intelligence lor two years alter complebng

gemologist from the Gemological Institute of Amer

college

ica in Santa Monica, California.

J.

John Huaaman is teachmg In the Cambridge

Bryaon McBratney, ODS, (Pre-Dental Health

schools. He is teaching English, Lifetime Sports.

Science, '78), is open1ng his prallce In Anchorage,

7th.

Alaska. He graduated third in h1s class at the Uni

8th and

9th grade P.E. and g�rls' volleyball and

versity of the PacifiC School of Dentistry 1n June.

basketball. His w1fe. Cmdy, is ass1sting h1m.

.

Donald

W. Ayera,

(MBA). has been named a

VICB

and wa!t"lhe rec1pient of five scholarship and
achievement awards

president at First Secunty Mortgage company in
Lou HemiN, (Anthro.• '78). 1s now serving as the

chairperson lor the Governor'!� Council on Domes

tiC V1olence.

Sylvia Caeaar Boyle IS working

Salt Lake C1ty, Utah. He is a ma1or in the

US

Army

reserve ass1gned to RDPAC and 1s attend1ng
command

and g e n e r a l stall college at Fort

Douglas. Utah.
as program

d1rector lor the American Cancer Soc1ety. Idaho
Division, Inc 1n Boise.
.•

&

Accounting,

'81 ).

as director of management inlormat1on serv1ces at
Alumna-Glass Industries. Inc. in Nampa. He was

Jay L. Hawkina, (Marketing. '82).

also granted a license to practice as a Cert11ied
is employed by

Public Accountant in Idaho.
Carol A. JenMn (Educ./English. '69) was

tramee

Joe Foredyce, (Marketing. '74).

Rick M. Atkinaon, (Finance

recently returned from Denver to accept a position

Twin Falls Bank and Trust as a management
has been pro

moted to sales manager of ApplicatiOn Software
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Suaan Emmona is a new fourth

the Filer Elementary School. She served in the

IS presently

BSU Child Care Center in the new pav1llon.

Kohler, (Marketing, '80), 1S work1ng

Seattle. H1s w11e. Kathy (Odell)

is employed lull

Clarence Pond, (Indus. Bus., '76).

currently attendmg San Jose State Umversity work·

Timothy A.

'80).

t1me as an LPN while contmumg her nursmg

Products located in Spokane. Wash.

Rochelle Hazelworth, (Theater

Arts,

"81 ). has

returned to Boise to live alter spending a year in

elected President-Elect of the Idaho Council of
Teachers

of English
8.

Boise on Oct

at the fall conference held m

Wheeling ahead
Writing about riding
By Linda Funalole
BSU News Services

If it has a motor and wheels, chances arc Boise
Junior College alumnus Richard Renstrom has writ
ten about it.
A free-lance writer for more than 20 years, Ren
strom has had five books and more than BOO maga
zine articles published, mostly on the history of cars
and motorcycles.
"It's a youthful interest that developed into a very
remunerative occupation for me," said Renstrom, a
19SS BJC graduate and former director of the Boise
Youth Services Bureau.
His work has included articles on sand dragsters,
dune..· huru-,•y races, motorcycles, motor homes and
just about anything else on wheels. His most re<:ent
h<x>k, "Motorqcle Milestones, Vol. I," is the first in a
planned five-volume seric:s tracing the history of
motorcycles from 1885 to the present
In addition to articles on motor sports, Renstrom
has written articles on western history and several
essays on socio-economic subjects tht have been
published in 7be Atlantic Month�v. Reader's Digest,
l'.S. News and World Report and 7be Freeman
While he is a prolific writer, Renstrom considers
himself a historian first, a photographer second and a
writer third.
"I don't claim to he a Sinclair Lewis or a

Richard Renstrom shows motorcycle magazines and his latest book.

Faulkner," he said. "I write well. You can understand
what I write, hut I think my real success has been
photography."
Owr the years, he has had more than '!,000 pho
tographs published with his feature articles and has
produced ..JO to SO magazine covers, He credits late
outd<X>r writer Ted Trueblood with encouraging his
photographic endeavors.
"Ted impresses upon me that he could never
teach me how to write. He said that's something that
is a God-given talent that you have to develop
through shec..-r hard work and discipline," Renstrom
said.
Trueblood encouragc..-d him, however, to become
an artist with his camera, saying a well-illustrated
artide had a hener chance of publication than a
well-written hut poorly illustrated article.
"I think I will forever owe..- Ted a debt of gratitude
for his good counsel, because my sales chart as a
writer went straight up when I developed my photo
graphic skills," he said.
Truehl<x>d also advised him to choose an area of
interest and to stick with it-advice.. - Renstrom now
passes along to would-he writers.
"The old general writer, the old Paul Gallico wri
ter who can write fiction one day and an article on
astronomy the next day, is a vanishing breed," he
said. "The writer of today is a specialist."

his four-part series on international motorcycle rac

Today there arc IS motorcycle..- magazines and about

ing

22 million motorcyclists.

was

accepted by Motorcyclist, a leading sports

magazine..-. Within a few years, his name appeared
regularly in moton.:ycle and sports car magazine in

become writers to "dc..-velop the ability to look at

the United States and abroad.
Today, about 80 percent of his articles are pub
lished in foreign magazines, such as the Italian
Motorciclismo and the Australian Treads. His arti
dc..-s have been translated into Swedish, Italian, Ger
man, French, Dutch, Japanese and Swiss.
Although Renstrom has little trouble publishing
his works now, breaking into the free-lance market

A car and motorcycle buff since junior high
tographs on motor sports while studying economics
and business adminstration at BJC.
His first success as a writer came..- in 1961 when

life, life all around you, and to sec interesting or
emotional things or things that arc profound."
He also strc..-sses the importance of extensive
research.
"Research is the whole hallgamc..-. I probably spend

10 hours in research for t.."\'ery hour of actual writ·
ing," he said.
"Research comes in many forms. It's not just sit

was "brutal," he said.
"If I had to start all over today, I don't think at 47
yc..-ars of age I would have the sheer energy or enthu

ting in a stuffy old library, it's out in the field inter
viewing people, it's down in the state historical

siasm that I did at 25," he said. "I just flogged my

society l<x>king up old photographs .. it's doing what

body something unreal. I was holding down profes

you're writing about, living it."

sional positions and putting in another 30 hours in

Renstrom has been semi-retired for a year and

my research and writing. Realistically, the chance of

S"J>ends much of his free time fishing mountain lakes,

becoming a full-time writer is one in a million."

hunting or attending car and motorcycle rallies and

Renstrom, former director of tourism and promo

races. He is selective in what he writc:s these days,

tion for Idaho, quit his job with the Youth St:rviccs

concentr-.tting on historical material and an occa·

Bureau in 1971 to devote full time to writing. He

sional essay on social policy or economics.

attributes his success as a writer to a combination of

He said his "fiercely indepcndc..-nt nature" is what
lt:d him to hn·ome a writer.

luck and determination.
"I think I got into the motor sport thing at the
right time, when the car and motorcycle hobby or

school, Renstrom began collecting articles and pho

With such intense competition in the free-lance
market, Renstrom encourages others who want to

sport was just beginning its explosive growth," he

"If thc..-re's any reason, I think it's probably that I
just wanted it that badly," he said.
"What's the old expression, if you want something
so had you can taste it? I tasted it. I wanted to

said.
When he first began his career as a writer, there

become a writer. I wanted the lifestyle, the freedom

were only three motor<:yde magazines in the United

of being a writer, and that lifestyle today means

States and about two million motorcyclc riders.

more to me than just about anything.

IN TOUCH =======
Sam Burrie, (H1story, '68), has completed a 2year overseas contract at the Singapore American
School, Republic ol Singapore in Southeast Asia.
He has returned to Hawaii, where he had served
as a guidance counselor with the Dept ol Educa
tion Prior to leavmg lor Singapore, he had served
two years in the Peace Corps m Western Samoa
and one year as an instructor at the University ol

Leonard D. "Pud" Ackley, (Phys. Educ., '70),
has begun, with his wile, Georg1anne, to sail
around the world. They are currently preparing

Hawaii at Manoa.

Joyce A. Humphreys was named president of
the Southwest Idaho Dental Assistants Soc1ety
She will serve as preSident until May, 1983.

MISCELLANEOUS

The BSU poetic series, "Poetry In Public Pla
ces", is being produced on the rad'o by two BSU
alumni. Ahinct. Ray Just and her husband, James
A. "Rick" Jwt. The radio tapes ir.clude commen
tanes about the poems and their authors who
wrote the poetry while attend1ng classes at Bo1se

Michael A. Dolton, (Crim. Justice Admin., '80),
recently completed a week's Institute lor Organiza
tion Management at San Jose Un1versity. He was
awarded a scholarship from the U.S. Chamber ol
Commerce to attend the institute. and was named
to head the 1983 Promotional Task Force lor the

MlchHI L PeleB, (Music Educ 74), recently
went to work lor Northwest Nazarene College as
D1rector ol Public Information.
.•

Randy S. Jetter, (Eiec. Engr., '75), has recently
joined Arizona/Mississippi Avjet Engineering Cor
poration providing consulting services to utility
companies.
Nan LouiH Aogera is teacning kindergarten In
Sandpoint

Debbie J. (Smith) s.R, (Enghsh/Educ., '69), has
been appointed principal ol McKnight Middle
School in Renton, Wash. She had previously
worked as an ass1stant principal m Kent, Wash. lor
three years.
Walt Hom, (78). is working as an AthletiC
Tramer lor the Oakland Athlet1cs Baseball Co. m
the mmor league system. He just completed h1s 5th
season and has spent the past two winters In
Puerto Rico working m the Puerto Rican winter
baseball league

their sellboat to travel through the Panama Canal
and hope to be in Tahiti by next May.
His aunt, Irena CuiY81', (BJC, '62), plans to travel
through the canal with them.

State.
Rhlnda received her bachelor's degree and an
outstanding student award 1n general business
from BSU in 1977. James rece1ved h1s bachelor's
degree in English/commumcallon from BSU In
1979. He is a former editor of BSU's award·

Tim Brennan is the new seventh grade social
studies teacher at Weiser Junior High School. He
is also teaching American government at Weiser
High School hall days, coachmg junior high wres
tling and assistant coaching football.
Daniel J. GaHaghef has been h1red as a reporter
lor the Ontario Argus Observer In Ontario, Ore.
Gallagher's duties will include covering all news
from We1ser and Washington County.

State ol ldaho.
Michael LaTour, (MBA), received a fellowship to
the Umvers1ty ol M1SS1ssipp1. where he is working
toward h1s PHD in marketing

winning literary magazine 'cold-drill'.

OBITUATIES:

Paul A. Klott, (Pol Sci., 79), has accepted a JOb
as a civilian employee ol the Dept of the Army. m
the Career Intern Program. He is stationed 1n M1ch1gan. His wife, Patrlc:la Dampsay-Kiott, (Pot. Sci.,
'79), is currently employed in the General Account

Hal Bateman, 31, d1ed Sept. 15 ol a heart attack
in Shelley. At the lime of his death he was workmg
for Bateman Brothers Construct1on.

mg and Reports Branch of the Bureau ol Reclama
tion in Bo1se, pendmg transfer to Michigan.

Mabel (Myer) Fitzhugh, 102. died Aug. 21 in a
Boise nursmg home. She graduated from St Mar
garet's School for G�rls in 1897, and she was the

senior alumna of the school that became Bo1se
State University. She was honored this summer by
the Idaho City Historical Society as the oldest pio
neer of Boise County.
William Albert HnM, 60, of Carbondale, Colo.,
died Oct. 13 of natural causes He worked for the
U.S Forest Serv1ce in Boise and McCall before
moving to Colorado in 1971. Memorials may be
made to the American D1abetes Assoc., 166 S.
Cole Rd., Boise, ld., 83709

WEDDINGS:
Michael Nlcholn and Gwen Henze (Thornton,
Colo.) July 24
Lance Eardley and Carolyn Oliver (Boise) July 31

Constance Pluth and Stephen Connor (M1II Valley,
Ca.) Aug. 8
Robin Antoinette Tague and Steven Michael
Hopper (Nampa) Aug. 10.

Albert Izaguirre and Mllagro. A!Munza (Boise)
Aug. 14.
Debra Sua Sturman and Eric John Denavan
(lewiston) Aug. 14

Ronald D. Coate and Lori F. Brownftald (Boise)
Aug. 20.
Aax Carroll Warwick and Deborah Lynn Berg
(Bo1se) Aug. 20.

David James Koga and Lauria LouiH Cox (Bo1se)
Aug. 21.
David Brian Parton and Rebecca Lea Mayer
(Boise) Aug. 21.
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High marks
Taiwanese school official rates BSU

han: more advanced information, do analy�es quite

By Linda Funalole
BSU News Service

fast and you can use the computer to <.:heck if stu·
dent rt.�istrations are appropriate," he :.aid.

\X'hatt.·ver differenn-s there may ht: between uni

Unlike BSU, Tamkang Unive�ity docs not need to

versities in Taiwan and the United Statt:s, students in

rc:cruit students from high schools, Chow said.

the same English textbooks. major in the same fields

hy the administrator of education. Only one-third of

the two countries ar<.: ha.'>i<.'ally the sam<.:-they study

"Each university has a quota of student!'> approve:<.!

and enjoy rock 'n' roll and disco dancing.

the high school graduates can get in." he said.
Students must take and pass a college entrance

"We still have a strong culturt: in Taiwan because
the government makt:s a gr<.·at dt(Jrt to keep the

exam offered each July hd(>re thq arc considered

Chinest.· culturt.· aliw," said Dr. Louis Ron-Yaw

for admittance to colleges and universities. Only

Chow. dt.·an of acadt.·mic atl:tirs at Tamkang Univer·

students with top grades arc admitted.

!'titr in Taiwan.

Students who take the exam may choose to test· in

Rut, he said, "The Westc:rn culture docs affect our

c:ngineering and science technoloh')', liberal arts, bus

daily liws. partkularly the young genl.'ration."

iness or medical and agricultural disciplinc:s.. In the

Chow, ;W, spent part of St.-ptemher :md <ktoher at

past decade, most distinguished high s<.:hool gradu·

Boist.· State to ohsern· how tht.· unh·l.'rsity is run.

ates han- cho:-.en to study enginet.·ring and business,

Boise was the first stop on his fin�· month tour of U.S.

Chow said, adding that joh opportunitic::o. ahound in

uniwrsities as a participant in the International

those fidds.

Council on Education f(Jr Tt.·aching intern program.

Onlr full-time students may attend Tamkang Cni·

lltt: tour indudt.·s .stops at ,\tissis.-.ippi State, Ohio

versity during the day. Part-timt.•rs must attt.·nd

and Purdue universitic:s.

<.:lasses at the night college. Of the university's

During his stay at B..,ll, Chow studied regi!'ttration

16,000 students, 9S percent art.· full-time students,

and administratin: pron·dures, faculty rights and

about 60 percent are men and about ·iO percent are

ohligattons. tht.· uniH"rsity's hudget and the handling

women. Tht.· average agt.• of students in tht.· day

school is ahout 20.

of resetrch proj<.Tts. among otlll'r things.
''I'm \C:ry imprc:sscd." he said in an interview with

Ninety percent of the university's funding comes

F0Cl1S. "It seems to me that tht.· operation of the

from tuition, which averages ahout s..too a semester,

administration is mort.• dt.·mocratk at this university.

roughly the same as BSl"s fees. Although the uniwr·

At my uniH·rsity wt.· art· more n:ntraliLt:d and

sity has its ups and dO\\o'll finandally, it has not tx·cn

Dr. Louis Ron-Yaw Chow

hureaLKratk.''
For exampl<.·. he: said, fantlty mc:mhers at Boise
State: h;l\e more say in administratin: and at.adc:mi<.'
aftllirs. such as curri<..:ulum changes. than professors
h;l\'e at hi., univer.,ity.
"11te fantlty of otha departments may join in meet·
.
ing.-. and dbt US'o tll<..'sc: typc:s of thing... " h<.' .,aid. "lf a
dc:partment • ., gomg to t.'hangc: it., curriculum you

may ha\e opinions from othc:r departments instead
of only one: dt.-partment's opinion"

At Tamkang llni,ersity. th<.· largc:st private uni\er
siry in Tai\\ an. currintlum change:., arc: initiated hy
department heads who may or may not <.'onsult with
facult\ and who do not sc:ek opinions from other
dt-partments
"J would like: to implc:mc:nt a mor<.· democratk
. systt:mwht.·n I g<.·t ha<.'k," Chow said.
A fi.>rmer dean of c:nginn·ring college ;tt Tamkang
lfnhc:r-.tt} Chow said he was imprt.·ssc:d hy BStJ's
fa<.·ult} senate <.·ont·ept and hy the: rel:ttionship

among tht.· ti�<.·ulty.

"Titc: relationship among tht.· t:tntlty mc:mhc:rs is
very dos<..· and intimatt.'. ·ntat'.., a \l'l1 good atmo.,.
pherc particularly in tht· Sdtool of Bu.,iness," he:
said.
"I tl-d that pc:opk in the protb.,ional tields are
more harmoniou... 111l'y don't ha\'<.' t<x> many argu·
ments. In the arts and scit.·nn·s it's somewhat ditkr·
ent lltert.· .tr<.· more dt.·hatc:s and arguments in the
arts and s<.'tc:ntTs than in the sdwob of c:ducation

forced to take drastic actions.

"\X'c never lay off fa<.·ulty mem�rs for financial

and husines.'>. It's the same at my school."
One difference Chow noted between his univer·
sity and BSU is the focus of the two schools.
"This university is purely community-oriented, so I
think your president and other administrato� urge
faculty members to do more service to the commun
ity," he said.

And;
· he added,· BSU !teems·to·focus·more on· teach·
ing than on research.
"Since 1980, Tamkang l'niversity has put more

reasons. We do lay off faculty members if they <.�.tn·
not teach very well," Chow said. "We don't have a
tenure S)'Stcm. Every faculty mem�r is going to he
hired again if his teaching is good."

If budgets get tight, the university gives smaller
raises or freezes new faculty hiring, Chow said,
Finding new fa<.·ulty can he a problem in Taiwan,

especially in the fields of business and engineering.

"We're always looking for new graduates from the
United States," he said.

empha..,is on resear<.·h. If a university is going to

Chow, who earned his Ph.D. in engineering at

become more industrialized it should put more

Duke University in North Carolina, said his country

emphasis on research," he said.

has made great economic strides in the past 30

lJni\'C:rsit} admini!>trators in Taiwan offer inccn·

years. But. he said, the rccessionary <.'Onditions in the

tives, su<.·h as salal)' supplements, to professors

United States are �ing felt in Taiw.m .

involved in res<.·arch projects. They also have
reduced teaching loads so that professors,can devote
more time to research.

"We're hea\ily dependent on imports and exports
so if the United States' economy is hurt it will hurt
my country also,'' he said.

While BSU and other U.S. universities have

Politically, Taiwan (Nationalist China) n·mains

teacher-education programs, only special
government-operated schools in Taiwan offer such
training, Chow said.

separate from Mainland China (Communist).
"Almost all the people in Taiwan do wish Taiwan
and Mainland China will he united some time in the

"Only graduates from the Normal University or
1'\ormal Sch<x>l can be approved as teachers in the
high sch<x>ls and primal)' sch<x>ls,'' he explained.
One area where Chow's universit}' surpa..,st-s Boise

State is studt.·nt registration.

"Tamkang llniversit}' has a management informa·
tion system and computerized information. You can

future. We don't like the communist system; we'd
rather have free enterprise."
Although diplomatic tics have �en severed
between the United States and Taiwan, Chow said
.. their
most of his countrymen still consider the U.S
good friend.

People on the Move������==�==���=�
ACCOUNTit�G
An article by C. Mike Merz, and Sam R. Mo.d,
an accountmg alumnus. entotled "An Eftectove Cost
System lor a Governmental Plannmg Agency" was
publoshed 1n the Oct Issue of Government
Accountants Journal. The article describes a cost
aystem developed by the authors for the Ada Plan·
mng Association. An origonal version of the artocle
won a student manuscnpt award from the Boiae
chapter of The National Associat1on of
Accountants

Mary Cozine conducted a workshop on "The
Eftectlve Educatoonal Oftoce" for tne Meridoan
School Oistnct's secretanes and ott1ce employees
Oct 8 Cozine has been appointed to the h1gher
educatoon comm1ttee of tne Nallonal Assoclahon of
Educational OH1ce Personnel for 1982·83.
The dorectors of Ina Counselong Center's Foun·
datoon for Counselor Educatoon presented center
dorector David Torbet w1th legal papers showmg
that the name of the foundation has been changed
lo The Oav1d P. Torbet Foundation lor Counselor
Education at theor annual meeting Oct 19.
Torbet. who is retiring Feb. 1, began the founda·
lion'" 1968 by deposotlng money obtained by sel·
hng cottee. recycling alumonum and paper, and by
accepting memorial donations by supportare
.

ENGUSH
Dr. Robert Paplnchak gave a talk on the best of
the small presses and Norma n Weinstein spoke on
poetry at the annual Idaho Wnters' League Con·
terence m Boise in October.
COUNSEUNG AND TESTING CENTER
Or. Max Callao presented a workshop on

"Stress Management w1th 81ofeedback" to the
Nat1onal University Contonuong Educat1on Associa·
bon. Reg1on VIII fall conference In Boise, Oct. 12.

Of. Devld Torbet

conducted a workshop on
"H•tth, Fitness. and Longe111ty" for a pre·
retirement planning aem1nar sponsored by Hawten
Packard recently. In September he was the key·
nota �kar for the National Associat1on of Elec·
trical Oitltnbutors in McCall. H1s topic was "If

You're Alive, You're in Trouble·
18

BUSINESS
In a recent meetmg held on St. Louis, Wayne E.
White, Director of Avtation Management. was
selected to serve on the National Governors Board
of the Natoonal lntercolleg1ate Flying Assoc1at1on. It
os a two year appoontment.
NIFA IS represented on 125 college and univer·
sity campuses. Dunng the p11st decade Prof White
has served as Chairman of the Governors Board
and aided In extensive legoslallon work on the

natoonal level.
In addotion to the nattonal board appointmen�
Wtuta holds the oftoce of vice presodent of the
lnternation Av1at1on Fratemoty, Alpha Eta Rho

STUDENT AFFAIRS
David S. Taylor, Voce-President for Student
Attairs. was one of cne pnnctpal speakers at the
annual meeting of the Northwest College Person·
nel Association whose theme was "Quality in an
Era oll1mots." His remarks, titled "How Do You
Spell Ouahty?" addressed the concepts of posoti·
vism and prolessiona!lsm in the field of higher

educatiOn.
In another recent presentat1on. Or. Taylor spoke
to the LOS Student Association on the topic of

"Educatong tne Whole Person "
EDUCATION

Dr. John J-n was re-elected pres1dent of the
board of dtrectore of Idaho Special Olymi)ICS Inc.
at the group's annual meeting in McCall Sept. 25.
Dr. Norma Sadler, dep11rtment of teacher educa·
department of Eng·

lion, and Dr. Charles Gulftord,

!ish, have been 1nv1ted to present "The Essay;
lnventmg, Organizing, Testong and Evaluating" at
the National Council of Teachera of English in
Seattte April
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Dr. Margaret G. Sauvagaau presented a short
paper on �Histoncal Perapecbves and Future
Directions in Bilingual Education" for the Boise

chapter

of Ph1 Delta Kappa Sept. 1 4

Dr. Wlllam Kirtland spoke at the Idaho Council
of International Reading Aasoctabon convenbona

in Moscow and Idaho Falla in

Oct Kirtland

recently was elected vice-president elect of tne
Idaho Council of the International Reading
Association.
Dr. John Hoge has completed an evaluation of
the Boise Title 'IV·C project "Computer Assisted
lnatrucllon for Students with Special Needa." at
South Junior H1gh. Hoge worked with Mary

Jenaen, South Junior High librarian, on the project
Dr. E. Coston Frederick has been elected forst
vice-pres1dent of the local chapter of Phi Delta
Kappa. a national professional education fraternoty
Frederick also gave two presentations in Bollings.

Montana,'" October. They were: "ReadtngiReahty
and Content SubJects" to Billings area secondary
teachers, and "Oomensoons of Vocabulary in Con
tent Classrooms" during a mtcro-workshop ses·
sion at the Fourth Rocky Mountain Regional con·
terence of the lnternatoonal Reading Assoc11t1on.
In addition. Frederick's article "Stop,listen
thenlook," a d1scussion of techniques for teach·
ing phonics in elementary grades, was published
in the Ohio Reading Journal.
An eight-part senes of teech1ng strateg1es on
energy conservat1on by Frederick and Kalharyn
Tuten·Puckett. a graduate student. will be pub·
II shed in Elementary Teachera'ldeas and Materoals
Worksh op during the 1982·83 school year.
Papers by Dr. Pat Blet.f, "Basque Culture in the
Intermountain West." and by Dr. Nick J. Cucda,
"Studymg American Conabtuttonaliam Raftecbng

Athletes honored
Winning their way to fame

Charter members of the new BSU Athletic Hall of Fame who were inducted Oct.

29 included, from left, Gene Bleymaier (standing in for inductee Jim McMillan), Dave

team of 1980; Larry Jackson; Tony Knap, Ed Lodge; Charles Wilson, Lenny Chow
and Jerry Mahoney for the football championship team of 1958; and Bill Shaw.

Wilcox, Jim Criner, Dave Williams and David Hughes from the football championship

The induction of seven individuals and two

College before the school dropped skiing as a team

McMillan is the only player to ever have his jersey

national championship football teams into the newly

sport. Shaw left Boise State and went to the Univer

formed Boise State University Sports Hall of Fame

retired by Boise State. He is "1 in career passing

sity of Wyoming where he was a two-time All

with 2,900 yards. McMillan is currently the head

highlighted the "Hall of Fame" game between the

American. He later became a professional racer. He

"Broncos" of Boise State and the "Vandals" of the

football coach at Homedale High School in Home

currently lives in Jackson Hole, Wyoming.

dale, Idaho.

University of Idaho on October 30. The game was
tabbed the "Hall of Fame" game in honor of the
initial inductees.
Lyle Smith, Bill Shaw and the 1958 National Junior
College Championship football team and the 1980
NCAA Division lAA National Championship football
team head the list of inductees. All four were
selected to charter and special memberships. Smith
was inducted into the National Association of Colle
giate Athletic Director (NACDA) Hall of Fame last
year, which automatically placed him in the Hall of
Fame at Boise State. Shaw and both football teams
were placed in the Hall by virtue. of their national
championship status. Under the charter and special
membership rule, any student-athlete or coach who

has been or shall be selected for membership in any
national athletic Hall of Fame; or any BSU student

athlete who has been or shall be a world record
holder, Olympics team member or any individual or
team who wins a national collegiate championship is

JACKSON was the tailback on the 1950 Little Rose
Bowl team and later played professional baseball
with the Chicago Cubs and Philadelphia Phillies. He
won 24 games for the Cubs in 1964 and finished his
pro career in 1968 with 193 wins. He is currently
living in Boise and is vice-president of Capital Finan
cial Services.
KNAP, a graduate of the University of Idaho, was a
successful high school and college coach before
coming to Boise State in 1968 as the Broncos' head
football coach. His 1971 team defeated Chico State
in the Camellia Bowl. Boise State won three straight
Big Sky titles (1973-74-75) under Knap and went to
the Division II playoffs all three years. He left BSU to
take the head job at the University of Nevada-Las
Vegas prior to the 1976 campaign. He retired after
the 1981 season. During his eight years at Boise
State, he compiled a 71-19-1 overall record, a 78
percent winning average.

eligible for immediate induction.

LODGE played for Lyle Smith in 1953 and 1954

Five other individuals were selected for the inaug
ural induction ceremony. They are: Larry Jackson,
Tony Knap, Edward Lodge, Jim McMillan and Dave
Wilcox.
SMITH, who retired after the 1980-81 academic
year, is a former football, baseball and basketball
coach at Boise State. Smith came to Boise Junior Col
lege in 1946 as basketball coach and assistant foot
ball coach. In 1947, he took over the reigns of the
BJC football and had great success. His 1950 team
went to the Little Rose Bowl and his 1958 team won
the National Junior College Championship by beat
ing Tyler, TX, 22-0, in Boise. In his 20 years as the

and was named All-American before going to the
College of Idaho where he was an All-American
quarterback. Lodge is currently a district judge in
Caldwell, Idaho.

ning average. Lyle and his wife Eleanor now reside in
Boise.
SHAW, from Ketchum, Idaho, won the 1974
NCAA Division II Slalom skiing title for Boise State

on the Foundations of Governmen�" were pres
ented at the Rocky Mountain Regional Conference
lor the Social Studies in Denver April15-17.
Dr. Phyllla Edmund110n conducted a workshop
on "Managing Stress" lor the American Red Cross
in Boise. Edmundson also made a presentation to
the American Business Women In Boise and was
recently appointed to the National Committee on
Women of the American Guidance Association.
Dr. Lamont Lyona and Dr. John Hoge recently
made a presentation with Steve Tyree, a Capital
High School teacher. on "Street Law: Teaching
High School Students Practical Law."

to good season
Dave Leach, Boise State's head basketball coach,
isn't one to throw out accolades in heavy doses, but
with three weeks gone in the pre-season practice
sessions, Leach is happy with what he sees.
"I am still very pleased with the overall progress of
the team," said Leach. "We still have a lot of work
ahead of us on both sides of the ball, but the kids are
working very hard and they are improving with every
practice."
Although the Broncos improved their season
record to 12-14 in 1981-82 after a tough 7-19 cam
paign the previous year, Leach is apprehensive about
saying the team has made great progress. If the
improvement continues, however, and Leach and his
assistants can come up with the right combinations,
the Broncos could continue their fight toward the
top of the Big Sky Conference. But Leach is quick to
point out that the road to the top is tougher each
year.
"We will definitely be a better defensive team and

WILCOX played for Boise Junior College in the
early 60's before transferring to the University of

I believe we will rebound better than ever before as
well," said Leach, head coach for three years. "The

Oregon. He was selected by the San Francisco 49ers

new guys (JC transfers and freshmen) have made

in the third round of the NFL draft. He was named to
the NFC All-Star team in 1971, 1972 and 1973. In
addition, he was selected to play in the Pro Bowl in

nicely and will begin to improve as individuals now
that they have the team concept down."

1966-68-69-71-72-73. Wilcox retired from profes
sional foo tball in 1975. He makes his home in Junc
tion City, Oregon where he owns a travel agency.

head football coach at Boise Junior College, he
compiled a 156-26-6 record, an 83.5 percent win

Leach looks ahead

MCMILLAN, a Caldwell, Idaho, native, was Boise
State's quarterback in 1972-73-74. He was named to

good progress. They have caught on to the system

On Wednesday, Nov. 17, the Broncos will
conduct an intrasquad game immediately following
the Boise State women's game with the College of
Southern Idaho, which starts at 6 p.m. It will be an
"autograph night" for both the men and women.
Bronco fans will be admitted free and team photos

the Associated Press All-American first team. He

of the men and women will be distributed. Fans will

holds a number of Big Sky Conference and Boise

have an opportunity to get the Bronco players' auto

State passing records, while quarterbacking the

graphs after the women's preliminary and after the

Broncos into three consecutive Division II playoffs.

game.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

Dr. Gary Moncrief presented a paper, "Idaho
Reapportionment The Political Thicket Revisited"

Dr. Alan Hauarath conducted a workshop on the
teaching of arithmetic in the Horseshoe Bend
School District Oct. 8.

at the 1982 Pacific Northwest Political Science
Association meeting in Bellingham, Washington,
October 29.
Dr. Moncrlefs co-authored article. "Effects of
Structural Change in Legislati�e Committee Sys
tems On Their Performance in U.S. States"
appears in the most recent issue of Legislative

Dr. Daniel lamet has donated a micro-computer
to the physics department.

Studies Quarterly.
Dr. Moncrief's update on the Idaho reapportion
ment situation appears in the most recent issue of
the Comparative State Politics Newsletter.

Lonny J. Aahworth, director of the Respiratory
Therapy program, has been selected as a consul
tant to the editorial board of the journal, Critical
Care Nurse. The journal is oriented to the care of
critically ill patients.

Dr. Ruth Mark• will retire in December after12
years at Boise State. Marks teaches undergradu
ate and graduate courses in childrens' literature
and graduate courses in reading.

PSYCHOLOGY

Dr. Dave Torbet will retire from his position as
director of the Counseling Center in February after
a16-year career at Boise State. Dr. Max Callao
has been appointed to take Tarbet's place.

Dr. Garvin Chaataln has had his article, "Parafo
veal ldentification Asymmetry Is a Lateral Masking
Effect," accepted for publication by Journal of
General Psychology.

HEALTH SCIENCES

Hop per, director of clinical education in
the Respiratory Therapy program has been
selected to be a test item writer for the National
Board for Respiratory Therapy Credentlaling

Keith B.

Examination. Hopper also has been asked to serve
as the moderator for the annual Sputum Bowl
conducted by the American Association for Respl-

ratory Therapy, after retiring as an undefeated,
Three-time national champion.
Dr. Victor Duke has been named to the national
Medical Advisory Board of Diet Centers Inc., one
of the top ten franchises in the United States. The
corporation, founded in the late1960s by Idaho
native Sybil Ferguson, maintains its national head
quarters in Rexburg.
HISTORY
Dr. Patricia Ourada and Dr. Robert Sims partici
pated in the Interpreting Local Culture and History
conference sponsored by the Idaho State Histori
cal Society and the Idaho Commission on the Arts.
The conference was held Sept 24.
Ourada presented a paper entitled "The
Mexican-American Experience in Idaho," while
Sims served as commentator for a panel discus
sion on "Reconsidering Cultural Stereotypes."
Ourada also presented a lecture on "Indians in
the Twentieth Century" Oct14 at the Boise Intera
gency Fire Center. Her lecture was part of the
celebration of Idaho Awareness Week.
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We have appointed you as a reporter for FOCUS. Please send us news of yourself, your
brothers, sisters, cousins, aunts, uncles, children, parents, friends-anyone who ever
attended Boise State University. And, at the same time, include their current addresses.
Many thanks for covering this very special "beat" for FOCUS. Send to FOCUS, Alumni
Office, Boise State University, Boise, Idaho 83725.
Name

-------

Address
City, State, Zip
Year Graduated

------

Major
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